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The Floyd County Board of Education, Prestonsburg, Kentucky, was 
one of four Appalachian sites select ed to demonstrate the coordination 
of library and adult education services under a subcontract from the 
Appalachian Adult Education Center, funded by the Bureau of Libraries 
and Learning Resources. The ABE-initiated coordinat i on of services 
has, since September, 1972, demonstrated the possibilities of service 
to rural disadvantaged undereducated adults. The objectives designed 
to demonstrate such services led to: provision of bookmobile services 
to ABE centers, materials to ABE classes , community referral services 
through both agencies, student orientation to library use, mail 
delivery of requested materials, use of readers ' profiles to de termine 
student needs, home visits to prospective clients, and case studies of 
the effects of the project on the target group. The project has 
demonstrated how these objectives can be coordinated by ABE and 
a public library to provide personalized, expanded, and effective 
services to disadvantaged adults. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The peoples of Appalachia are wealthier--socially, culturally, and 
educationally-- for having had the Library-ABE Program. This is the 
consensus of opinion of all involved: Advisory Board, Project Director, 
Regional Librarian, ABE Personnel, and local citizens--as the Floyd 
County ABE-Library Project has been demonstrated. Evaluations have been 
made and accomplishments of the objectives have been determined. The 
results, as documented in this report, are more than gratifying. 
The Library-ABE Project in Floyd County, Kentucky, developed into 
one of the most interesting, beneficial, and educational federally-funded 
programs provided for this area . The project, funded by the Bureau of 
Libraries and Learning Resources of the U.S. Office of Education, and 
supplemented by the Kentucky Department of Libraries, had the object ive 
of providing materials that would encourage the ABE student's interest 
and help provide a well -rounded education, as well as develop the stu-
dent's desire for continuing his education. This joint educational 
endeavor succeeded in providing an interested and informed staff and the 
availability of educational materials to accommodate the objectives. 
The people of this area have become library- oriented by the people 
and the objectives of the project . Our patrons were made to feel that 
they were a special clientele for having our services--not just a part 
of a deprived society . The library has often been referred to as the 
"people's university." To our patrons, the bookmobile became a 
"storehouse of knowledge on wheels." 
The most evident and perhaps the most gratifying result of the 
project is the changed attitude--relaxed, interested, and appreciative--
of the pr oject patrons i n visiting the library. It is felt that the 
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Library-ABE patrons will become pe nnane nt bookmobile and central library 
users. It is also anticipated that a continued educational interest 
will exist and our patrons will be more keenly aware of the value of 
obtaining an education, and will influence their families to do so . 
The project director and project staff believe that the prope r 
corrmunication channels have been opened between the public library and 
adult basic education. (For documentation of coordination, see 
Appendix A, Le tters f rom the State Departments of Education and 
Libraries.) It is already evident that the lives of appr oximately 
765 familie s have been touched and are better for having been involved 
with the Floyd County, Kentucky, Library-ABE Project. 
Listed below are the original objectives of the Floyd County 
Library-ABE Project, with de tailed information about our long-range 
expectation for each, the progr ess we have achieved, and the handicaps 
that we e ncountered in achieving our goals. 
OBJECTI VE 1: TO PROVIDE BOOKMOBILE SERVICES TO NINE ABE CENTERS. 
Before the Library-ABE Program, ABE centers were not served by 
t he bookmobil e. Library facilities did not exist or were very limited 
at those rural centers. In the rural areas of Appalachia, most ABE 
s tude nts (lar ge l y housewives) have little contact with the outside 
wor l d as most of us know it. Floyd County, for exampl e, is made up 
of smal l mining conmunities, with seventy percent of the population 
" on the draw": social security, welfare, black lung , or some othe r 
kind of public assistance. Floyd County covers 402 squar e mil es , so 
the cent r al and only library is inaccessible to many rural residents 
who have no means of transportation, or who can't afford to drive the 
l ong distance to t he library. Many road s in the county are in poor 
condition. One ABE class is fifty miles away from the library. 
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With this in mind this objective was given top priority . 
The estimated total cost for this objective was $21,910 . A break-
down of the cost is documented on the cost estimate schedule included in 
this report. (See Appendix B.) 
Bookmobile services were provided at night to all Floyd County 
ABE centers. It is felt that through these services, the students, their 
f amilies, and citi zens of the rural corrmunities around those centers 
have been library-oriented and will be permanent bookmobile and central 
library users. 
Project staff aided in the increased interest in the use of the 
bookmobile through mini-interviews conducted to obtain pre-data for the 
bookmobile librarian on possible reading levels, interests, and needs 
of the prospective library patrons. This information was ve ry important 
i n the early stages of the program, but as the program progressed the 
bookmobil e librarian was able to determine interests from talking 
with the students. 
The bookmobile schedule was increased to accorrmodate eleven 
centers, instead of nine, with visits every two and a half weeks . The 
duration of each visit was three hours. The travelling library collection 
included adult and juvenile fiction, adult and juvenile non-fiction, 
adult and juvenile biographies, and coping skills materials. All these 
classifications were supplemented with books and pamphlets selected and 
purchased on special reading levels . These materials were recommended 
by adult educators for use with ABE students. 
The patrons were afforded the pleasure of selecting materials from 
a new, a ir-conditioned bookmobile . The teen-age group of patrons enjoyed 
the portable stereo while making selections. The bookmobile librarian, 
aware that library impressions and patron attitudes were being formulated 
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with each visit, strived to maintain a wholesome , informative and 
friendly atmosphere in pleasant surroundings. Seven hundred and sixty-
f i ve plastic permanent borrower' s cards that could be used in the 
bookmobile and in the central library were issued. Of these, three 
hundred fifteen were t o ABE students, four hundred fifty to corrmunity 
pa trons. These cards were number-coded, so a ll library personnel were 
aware of the card and its relationship to the ABE project. Thi s 
i nformati on wa s used in providing appropriate materials at the central 
library. The adults felt that the library card gave them some thing 
t o have and to use--like a credit card. 
A total of 4,950 books were loaned from the bookmobile during 
the project. Of this total, 3,990 are coping skills titles, listed 
i n th i s report (Section III,D). The additional 960 were circulated at 
ni ght from the regular collection that is used for our patrons during 
the day hou r s. 
The end result of this objective was more than grat i fy ing, as rural 
area circulations indicate. This year's circulation figu r es show a 
l a r ger number o f people reached and materials used . It is planned 
that service wi l l continue to ABE centers, by bookmobile, for the 
foll owing year . Assurances from the Kentucky Department of Libraries 
indica t e t hat t his is possibl e . 
OBJECTIVE 2: TO PROVIDE OCCUPATIONAL INFORMATION 
The int ent ion of this ob jecti ve was to provide the adult student s 
with up- to- date occupational information abou t jobs available in the 
are a. I t was dec ided to pursue the feasibility of using the VIEW System 
(Vital Inf ormat i on for Education and Work) by purchasing a reader-printer 
and cards and i ns t al l ing the system on the bookmobile. 
After investigating available information and contacting Richard 
Malcolm, ABE Area Coordinator in Huntington, West Virginia, for the 
prices and makes of reader printers, and costs of VIEW materials 
(microfiche), it was determined that the objective was not feasible 
for the following reasons: (1) the cost of up-dating the VIEW 
Deck cards for a two-year period; (2) lack of space for the reade r 
printer on the bookmobile; (3) the total cost in relation to 
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the importance of other objectives; (4) a continuous up-dating system 
has not been established in Kentucky, so expertise and cost would have 
to be carried by the library . 
The other component of this objective was to use pamphlets and 
leaflets from various sources about job training and job opportunities , 
using the materials of the Kentucky Department of Vocational Education. 
These materials were made available to adults by constructing a pocket 
shelf rack on the front of the check-out counter of the bookmobile. 
Patrons could easily see and pick up these materials, which were fre~. 
This method proved to be very successful at a minimum cost. Probably 
fifty percent of the patrons returned the materials when they were 
through with them, even though they were free . 
OBJECTIVE 3: TO DELIVER PRINT AND NONPRINT MATERIALS TO ABE PR(X;RAMS 
UPON REQUEST OF ABE STAFF 
An orientation session was held with ABE teachers at the central 
library. During the session, background information on the project 
was explained carefully, especially the concepts of coping skills and 
the value of continuing education beyond ABE. Advantages to the ABE 
teacher and t o his students were pointed out. 
The ABE teachers were urged by the local ABE supervisor to include 
work in their curricula that would require the use of materials from 
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the bookmobile or the central library. 
The ABE teachers we re asked to browse through material exhibited--
on loan from the AAEC--and to discuss new material they knew of that 
was available. From the material displayed and from requests fo r 
new materials, the project staff could start selecting appropriate 
materials. 
A System was explained to organi ze requests so materials would be 
available to teachers and students by the most expedient method. 
Teachers were requested t o obtain print and nonprint materials from 
staff, bookmobile librarian , and/ or the projec t librarian. Students 
were also encouraged to channel their r equests through these peopl e. 
The requests were filled by project staff or the pr oject librarian 
through personal contact, telephone , or post card. The profi l e cards 
were invaluable in filling requests. 
The cost es timate for this objective was $2,580 . This i ncludes 
salaries for planning by the director and staff, instructional ma t erials 
that were selected as a result of t he orie ntation session, and payment 
of the ABE teachers who attended the session. 
A much more cooperative ABE teacher-library relationship now 
exists, and makes future cooperative effort s a certainty . 
OBJECTIVE 4: TO PROVIDE COMMUNITY AGENCY REFERRAL SERVICES AS AN AI D 
TO ABE STUDENTS THROUGH THE PUBLIC LIBRARY AN D THE ABE CENTERS 
The Coonnunity Services Handbook was s t ructured to pr ovide 
information on service s provided by agencies in the community to help 
the adult students with problems like health , children, l egal aid, etc . 
This was a very valuable service t o the ABE students. 
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A copy of a handbook of available Floyd Count y services--adapted 
to the community from the model provided by the AAEC--was del ivered to 
each ABE t eacher, each staff member , and to the central library. The 
cost estimate fo r this ob j ective was $775.00, including salaries and 
printing costs . The handbook will continue to be on file at the central 
library, and it is hoped that ABE teachers will continue to r efer 
to the handbook to provide information to their students about 
cO!lD!unity services . 
An example of the kind of service made possible by this obj ect i ve 
is the following story. A thirty-two year old woman with e ight 
children, whose husband is on the Nelson Program (Happy Pappy), 
asked a staff member what she could do or where she could go to ge t 
birth control pill s--she could not afford to buy them--her husband 
drank all their money. The staff member referred her to t he Floyd 
County Health Department's Family Planning Progr am , and called the 
Health Department to tell them about the woman. 
OBJECTIVE 5: TO PROVIDE LIBRARY ORIENTATION TO ABE STUDENTS TO ENCOURAGE 
LIBRARY USAGE 
It was originally planned fo r the orientation to be three- phased: 
phase one to be a slide-tape presentation of library services, phases 
two and three to be two trips to the library for each ABE class. These 
phases were covered, but not in the planned order, since the sl ide-tape 
presentation was late in coming . 
The visits to the library were cordial, as well as informative, with 
the library staff being present and refreshment s ser ved. Planned tours 
of the library facilities, discussion of the library system, vi ewing 
materials, a slide-tape presentation, and listening to taped book 
reviews by ABE students were items on the agenda. The cost e stimate 
for this objective was $765. 
This object i ve was very necessary. A very small percentage of 
students had ever been in a public library, and by visiting they 
formed a mor e favorable attitude toward libraries. 
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I t was very evident on the second visit that the students were more 
relaxed and enjoyed this visit much more than the first library visit. 
During the first visit, students checked out seventeen books; during 
the second visit, forty-two books were loaned. Students were taken 
to the library on a school bus, with the project paying for the 
drivers and the gas. 
The original purpose--to make the students aware of the services 
and materials available from the library, and that the library was a 
warm and frie ndly place--was accomplished. 
OBJECTIVE 6: TO PROVIDE MAIL DELIVERY OF MATERIALS IN ANSWER TO 
REQUESTS 
The estimated total cost of this objective was $1,250, the bulk 
of this being salaries fo r time involved in locating material and 
preparing it for delivery. The reference librarian reported that 
the response to mailed materials was excellent. The encouraging 
factor was that the majority of the requests were made by ABE students, 
and that nearly all reques ts were filled immediately. Because of the 
wide geographic scope of the project, approximately ninety-nine percent 
of all requests were mailed, with only a few being delivered by the 
staff or the bookmobile. The central library will continue to honor 
requests for printed material by mail. 
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The majority of requests by ABE students were for non- fiction 
materials. The collection on the bookmobile was primarily fiction, 
since that wa s the general demand of daily bookmobile patrons, although 
the re were several r equests for Vic torian novels, wh i ch were widel y 
read. 
There were a few requests for rec ords, bu t all others were for 
books . The main interest seemed to center on health ma t erials; 
epilepsy, VD, and health careers; especially in the fie l d of nursing 
there was tremendous interest. (May be due to a new two-year nursing 
program becoming a part of the conmunity college in the area.) Other 
interests in materials dealt wit h homemaking, sewing , quilting, knitting 
and canning; home maintenance, electrical wiring and carpentry; super-
s tition and the supernatural ; and auto mechanics. 
In almost a ll instances the ABE requests wer e fil led immediate l y 
and most always mailed, except when a particular book was on a waiting 
list or interlibrary loans were used. 
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OBJECTIVE 7: TO PROVUlE SPACE FOR AN ABE CLASS I N THE LIBRA ' 
Data was t o be collected to answer these questions : Do he A, 
student s like to have their class at the library? Are the student s 
checking out more materials than they did in the past? Do t he Library-
ABE students check out more books than the students in ABE classes 
not held in the library? 
Another reason for at t empt ing to move an ABE class t o the libra r y 
was that the class was being held only two blocks a,,ay. But tht ABE 
students felt comfor table where they were having their class a nd didn't 
want to change. I t was noted that these particular student s, bc•fore 
the beginning of the project, did not visit the library, but when 
they became aware of the library ' s servi ces a nd material s , they did 
visit and use the library frequently. (See Objective 16: book 
reviews done by this class) . 
The ABE teacher was encouraged to use the l ibra r y for class . 
We do not really know why she decided not to have the c l ass in the 
library, other than the feeling of the students of not wanting to 
change. Library personnel and project staff s trongl y encouraged 
ABE classes to meet in the l ibrar y wheneve r they desired. 
OBJECTIVE 8: TO DEVELOP AND USE READERS' PROFILES 
Reader profile cards were developed for each ABE student. The 
cost estimate for this obj ect ive was $595. The profile card gave the 
learner' s reading l evel a nd interests, to enable the library pr oject 
staff to provide him with the appropriate materials. 
A bookmark, like those shown on the following page, was placed 
in each piece of material loaned to ABE library pat r ons, to get 
feedback from the materials. The percentage of bookmark r esponses was 
about fifteen percent . Most responses said they enjoyed the ma t e ria l s, 
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most negative responses being that the material was too hard to read. 
When a response like this came back, library and project staff noted 
it and made adjustments to lower the reading level of materials given 
to that client. 
OBJECTIVE 9: TO WEAVE LIBRARY TASKS INTO THE ABE CURRICULUM 
Both the project director and the part-time librarian have driven 
the boolanobile in Floyd County for several years , and have taught 
elementary, secondary , and ABE classes in the county . As a result, 
they personally knew many of the target group--what they wanted and 
needed to read, their personal ities, and family backgrounds. Thus,they 
could communicate with the ABE students and teachers personally to get 
good responses, good cooperation and understanding. This coordination 
can be on-going because of the personal relationships which the 
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project has reinforced. With this as a backdrop, the introduction of 
library materials into the ABE curriculum was initiated. Results were the 
use of consumer education materials, both print and non-print, use of 
cyclo-teachers, coping skills, teaching machines in reading, math, 
English, and science, leisure reading, book talks, a nd occupat ional 
information. Book reviews by students were taped and shared with other 
ABE classes. Parttime staff, bookmobile, and central librarians mailed 
materials in response to frequent requests. 
request card . ) 
(Appendix Eis a sample 
Before the project, library materials and services were no t part of 
the ABE curriculum. At the e nd of the project, about twenty-five percent 
of all ABE class time was devoted to using library project materials. 
The cost for this objective was around $1,125. Most of the cost was 
for salaries. 
OBJECTIVE 10: TO DEVELOP PRINT AND NONPRINT MATERIALS USING ABE 
STUDENTS' WORDS FOR CIRCULATION ON THE BOOKMOBilE. 
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This objective was to include folklore, tips on buying and credit, 
household hints, hints on how t o move to an urban area for regula r or 
sea sona l empl oyment . This objective will be developed i n the next 
pr o j ec t year. It was replaced this year by emphasis on a simi l ar 
ob j ective 16, the development of book reviews by ABE stude nts . 
OBJECTIVE 11: TO MAKE HOME VISITS TO PROSPECTIVE ABE-LIBRARY CLIENTS 
Two of the project staff were trained as recruiter s and mounted 
an i ntens i ve study of t he natur e of ABE a nd librar y offe rings in 
Fl oyd County . The t wo programs and t h eir offerings were promot ed in a 
door-to-door recrui tme nt campaign. The recruiters wer e careful no t 
to make clai ms for benefi t s from the pr ogr ams that were unrealistic 
(Appalach i a ns have been disappoi nted too many times , and are espec i ally 
skeptical a bout new pr ograms that claim too much.) I t was not c l a ime d , 
fo r example, that t he Li brary- ABE Project wou l d dir ec t ly help cl i e nts 
get jobs, s i nce ther e are few opportunit i es i n Floyd County fo r 
training , a nd placement, and since ABE and the l i br a r y could of fe r 
only limited informat i on i n these areas. 
Approximate l y 550 home visits were made to solicit ABE-Library 
c lients . The l i st of pr ospects for ABE was based on dropou t records 
and othe r community informa t ion . It i s hard to de t e rmine r esponse to 
the r ecrui tment in ABE , but there was a very noticeabl e i nc r ease i n 
use of the bookmobile af t er the crnnmunity was cover ed by the recruiters . 
The l i brary be nefited gr eatly from these vis i ts. The c i t i zen s i n r ura l 
areas were ma de awar e of t he value of l ibrary services . 
Another significant res::ilt was that two additional ABE classes 
were recruited and begun, at least partially attributable to the 
CO[IJllunity recruitment campaign , and that the retention rate of ABE 
students was fifty to sixty percent higher than in preceding years, 
which we feel is the result of increased awareness and interest in 
ABE brought about by the recruitment- promotion campaign, a nd by 
the improved services brought about 
library services. 
through coordination wi t h 
The part-time staff doing the recruiting filled out mini-interview 
sheets after they had left the home . (See Appendix F for example.) 
The expense of the ob jective was high--$9,765--but the rewards wi ll 
be lasting. Most of the expense was for salaries for the recruiters. 
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OBJECTIVE 12: TO GATHER ABE TEACHER AND STUDENT OPINIONS OF THE SUCCESS 
OF THE METHODS DEVELOPED IN THIS PROJECT 
The ABE teachers completed a questionnaire devised by the AAEC 
du r ing their second meeting at the central library. (See Appe ndix G) 
I t was quite evident that many teachers had changed their attitudes 
about the value of using public libraries in conjunction with their 
ABE classes. 
Discussions were held on the types of materials that had been 
available during the year , and the teachers were enthusiastic about 
r eceiving the material they had requested at the orientation session. 
Pr obably the greatest reward of the objective was the teachers ' 
accep t ance of the fact that the public library can broaden the 
horizons of their students and increase the students' chances of 
educational success. The cost estimate for the objective was $860 . 00. 
Append ix H gives statements of teacher and student opinions of the 
value of the program. 
OBJECTIVE 13: TO COORDINATE ALL LIBRARIES IN THE COUNTY WITH ABE 
The project direc t or visited a ll l ocal school librarians and was 
assured accessibility of a ll col 1.ections t o ABE students and staff . 
Followup visits indicate that school facilities were not used to a great 
extent , the bulk of library services a nd materials being pr ov ided by the 
Floyd Count y Public Lib r ary and Bookmobile, and Lhe Kentucky Depar tment 
of Libraries. 
The observation by th e project director is tha t the school 
libraries were still looked upon by the ABE students a s being for 
children . They were hesitant to use those materia l s so the st r ategy 
was to s trengthen the ser vices of Lhe bookmob i le , mail, telephone 
r equests , and inter- library loan, and t o display and deliver books 
in ABE c l assrooms . The estimated cos t for this object i ve was $1,000 , 
mostly t he director's sa lary for time spent in t a lking to the school 
1 ib r a rians. 
OBJECTIVE 14 : TO CONSIDER THE PROVISION OF REFERENCE BOOKS IN THE 
LIBRARY NEEDED BY SMALL BUSINESS AND INDUSTRY WHICH EMPLOY ABE STUDENTS 
A quick observa tion a nd assessment of the business and industry 
in Floyd County that woul d participate and benefit from such a s er vice 
i ndicated that the cost of the objective compar e d to the possibl e 
be nefits would not be feasible . Little business or i ndu stry exist s 
in Floyd County. 
OBJECTIVE 15: TO INCREASE ABE STU DENTS ' COPING SKILLS 
Originally the objective was to develop a coping ski l ls inve ntory to 
measure student increase in coping skil l s by pre- and post-tests . Upon 
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the advice of the consultants brought together by the AAEC for a coping 
skills conference , it was decided not to a ttempt to develop this inventor y . 
An alternate means of determining impac t on individuals' coping 
skills was to add a new ob j ective: the col l ect i on of case studi es 
(See Objective 17 and Appendix I.) 
One such human interest story involved a woman who had a 
twelve-year -old son who was mentally and physical ly handicapped. He 
could never walk, t alk , or sit up, and had the menta l ab ility of a 
two- year- old. She enrolled in ABE to get her high school dipl oma . 
She has developed an interes t in working in any act i vity involved wi th 
the handicapped, and came on the bookmobile asking fo r materials on 
mental r e tardation and physical handicaps . When a staff member 
interviewed her , they fou nd out about her son. After a second interview 
and a visit to her home to take material that she had requested, 
the project staff r eally knew the s ituation and r eferred the lady 
to the nearest pl ace where she could take her son f or an examinat i on. 
She took him, and l earned that he had a brain tumor , and was not 
expected to live ver y long. Her interes t in helping the mentally and 
physically handicapped is growing, and she continues to use the 
material we ob tain for he r on the handicapped a nd the r etarded . 
OBJECTIVE 16: THE FIVE ABE PARTTIME STAFF MEMBERS SHALL EACH DEVELOP 
'NO BOOK REVIEW COMPONENTS BY ABE STUDENTS UNDER SUPERVISION OF ABE 
TEACHERS . Excerpt s from the tapes of these book reviews and 
student discussions are included a s Appendix L. The cos t, 
$2 ,480, was mostly fo r salaries. 
OBJECTIVE 17: EACH OF THE ABE PARTTIME STAFF WILL MAKE A CASE STUDY 
OF ABE STUDENTS ENROLLED (MINIMUM OF TWO CASE STUDIES EACH) 
Case studies are included in this report as Append ix I. Cost: 
$1,280 , mostly staff time spent in collecting i nformation. 
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PART II. CHANGES MADE AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
A. Selection of Staff 
The few changes in part-time staff were at the request of the 




We feel that additional training would have been beneficial to 
all staff personnel. All staff members were entering an endeavor with 
a lack of experience. Several had been involved with adult education 
before, but not in the capacity that the project involved. 
C. Staff Responsibilities 
The only changesin staff responsibilities were to meet new 
objectives recolllllended by the AAEC. 
D. Staff Utilization of Time and Resources 
The report on cost estimates reveals that most time and effort 
were involved in operation of the bookmobile and home visitations. 
These two objectives were the backbone of the program . 
E. Rel ationship to Local Library Personnel 
Local library staff are now aware that a built-in clientele exists 
at ABE centers, and will continue to reach this clientele through 
bookmobile and any other methods that are feasible . 
F. Relationship to Local ABE Personnel 
ABE supervisors and teachers are more aware of services available 
and of the library's interest in the ABE program. 
G. Geographic Scope 
The planned original scope covered six counties, but the area 
was so large that the project changed to cover onl y Floyd County. 
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H . Introducing Materials to Leal uers 
Material was introduced to the individual le;:irner en .i one-to-one 
basis. Af ter interests and approximate re1dinr, ll"l 's ucr, detern•incd, 
the staff attempted t o provide' appropriate 1ntcri.c1l for the individual. 
I. Locating Sources of Material 
All materials selection was has,•d on biL l L\•~raphies f1 om person s 
a nd or ganizat ions that have had specia L P 0~1 .m~ for: ad11l Ls. 
J . Materials Selection Proces s: (.op, •l!. .:-ill~ S..i~1 'lltn'ttl, 1ud _ 
Instructional 
The local library is now aware 0[ tht.' ki.nds of ,..,ateriul s needed , 
sources for getting those material s, and costs . 
K . Ordering Process for Materials 
All material was purchased throut.!.h he Floyd C:, unt) :Jc,:1t·d ot 
Education. This allowed for a much 1.1rg1.:•~ <li~count on 11at ri-Rls than 
we could have gotten otherwise . 
L. Delive ry Systems: Bookmobilc,_E_otnli l!l. C..'.L!-.L•ctions, Nail 
various delivery syst ems were developed. M 1terials wt!re delivered 
by bookmobile, by the staff, by mail, and by visits to the ABE centers. 
Our main concern was to deliver by t"C nv~r expel1ierit meth,d. 
M. Advisory Board Function and Member<, 1 i l• 
Through sound advice from adv sory I, ,a.:.t 111",1:ll~t:-, t·he 11roj,•ct· 
staff was able to place prope r emphasis I Lh0 •1urio:1s objt•ctives. The 
members were from various element s of soc; "ty .nd :;0 the b .. 1.., rd hc1d a 
wide range of knowledge . 
N . Recruitment 
I n the final analysis, recru ilm(•n~ la. d c1 verv important i np..1ct 
on library and bookmobile usage. It is diffic.lllt. to ,rnaly;;e the resu lt 
of recruitment on ABE, al though we believ ... that it was benefiC' ia l . 
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O. Relationship with Student s 
In most cases the students' previous experience with libraries 
had been during their school years . Their idea of a library meant 
studying and reports. If this project has changed their idea of 
libraries a nd to think of the public library as a source for continuing 
their education, we have accomplished a great deal. 
P. Public Relations a nd/or Dissemination Activities 
Through l ocal radio and newspaper the public was made aware of 
the project. 
Q. Travel 
Travel expenses were for the pro ject director . The project 
director and the bookmobi le librarian attended workshops . 
R. Orientation of Library and ABE Personnel 
Both groups are now more aware of the value of coordinating 
the two pr ograms, public Jibraries and adult basic education. 
S . Coordination of Services 
Coordination has occurred and should be of great value in the 
future. 
T. Relationships of Project Staff 
Proj ect staff have developed into an extremely close group. 
Pe rsonal strengths have been shown in different areas and will be 
valuable to ongoing l ibrary and ABE programs. 
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PART III . QUESTIONNAIRE 
A. Service 
1. Do you and your staff have examples of ABE curriculum changes 
brought about by your project? 
The Kentucky State Area Coordinator of Adult Basic Education 
has requested a packet be prepared to assist teachers and 
students in getting available materials and services, and 
on using the l ibrary. 
2 . Can you document a significant increase in library usage by 
ABE students? 
Yes . Before the Library-ABE Project no library service was 
provided by bookmobile to the adult education centers. 
Number of adult learners served: 315 students; 450 communi ty 
Materials circulation figures: 4,950 
3. Do you feel the accompl i shments of the project have been worth 
the cost, time, and effort? 
The program has had a great impact on a great segment of our 
society. Complete family unit s of 765 patrons have become 
familiar with the public library and the bookmobile. ABE 
patrons involved, and the public to a gr eat er ex t ent, are now 
aware of the services and materials available to them at t he 
public library and through bookmobile services. The program 
has promoted the public library , increased bookmobile c irculation, 
and has had a beneficial impact on the reading habits of a great 
number of underprivileged persons. We feel that this project 
has instilled i n this segment of society a greater desire to 
read a nd to get more education, a nd that the students will continue 
t o use the services of the public library. 
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B. Continual Counseling 
1. How useful do you and your staff judge the community referral 
handbook to be? 
I t is the opinion of the projec t staff that the handbook was 
very valuable to the libr a r y-ABE progr am . Why? Twenty- e ight 
r eferrals were made, most of them to the Adult NYC Program. 
2 . What other kinds of counseling problems came up and how did 
your staff handle them? 
Pat r ons or the ir families needed t o know if they qualif i ed 
fo r r ehabilitation in some cases . These individuals were 
r eferred to the Kentucky Rehabilitation Centers . 
C. Manpower Development 
If you had a second orientation session, please indicate: 
1. Who was involved: ABE students , ABE teachers, ABE supervisor, 
library staff, and l ibrary-ABE staff 
2 . Ac tivities : sl ide-tape presentation, listening to t apes of 
student book reviews , summarizing the library-ABE project 
objectives 
3. Reactions: more relaxed attitude; no comment on s lide-tape 
presentation; en joyed book r evi ews. This information appears 
on tape a nd is i ncluded in this report . 
D. Materials 
1. The following i s a list of t he sources of information used for 
selection and acquisition of materials for the Floyd County 
project: 
Sources of Information 
Used for Selection and 
Acquisition of Materials 
Cambridge Book Company 
488 Madison Avenue 
New York , NY 10022 
Committee on Reading 
Improvement for Adult s 
American Library Assoc. 
Adult Se r vices Divi sion 
Eric Reports 
Educational Resources Info. 
Washing ton, DC 
Eye Gate House 
146- 01 Archer Avenue 
Jamaica, NY 11435 
Fiction Catalog 
The H. W. Wilson Co. 
New York 
Folle tt Publishing Co . 
Customer Service Dept. 
P. 0. Box 5705 
Chicago, IL 60680 
Grolier Ed . Corporation 
845 Thi rd Avenue 
New York, NY 10022 
Junior High School Library 
Catalog 
The H. W. Wilson Co. 
New York 
New Books Previ ew Bulle tin 
Baker & Taylor Co. 
Momence, IL 60954 
New Careers 
8 Sicard St. 
New Brunswick, NJ 08901 
New Re aders Press 
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Sources of Information 
Used for Selection and 
Acquisition of Materials Not Useful Useful Valuable 
Public Library Catalog 
The H. W. Wilson Co. 
New York 
Reader's Digest Services 
Educational Division 
Pleasantville, NY 10570 
Special Education Catalog 
Frank E. Richards Publisher~ 
324 First Street 




2. Indicate what traditional a nd non-traditional methods and 
t echniques in introducing materials to learners were 
effective and not effect ive. Why? 
The traditional method of the ABE student using the limited 
facilities of each adult education center's library or having 
the ABE teacher choose reading material was immediately 
obsolete. The students, with suggestions from the book-
mobile librarian, pursued their reading interests by 
choosing reading material from the boolonobile. The refore, 
their reading interest level was increased and broadened. 
3. The following is a listing of coping skills titles and 
material s ~uested by ARE learners a nd staff. The left 
column lists the titles by coping skill area . The right 
column lists who requested each piece of material. 
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COPING SKILLS MATERIALS REQUESTED BY ABE LEARNERS AND STAFF 
TITLE BY COPING SKILLS CATEGORY 
CHILDREN 
Book of boys' names 






Home canning of fruits and vegetables 
How to make jellies, jams and preserves 
HEALTH 
About ep ilepsy 
The chemicals of life 
Epilepsy - The ghost is out of the closet 
Epilepsy - Today's encouraging outlook 
First aid 
Hemochromatosis ( 2) 
The Human body 
I s the grass greener 
Nursing as a career (4) 
Nurses (3) 
VD, the ABC's 
VD fac t s you should know 
Vitamins and health 
What you should know about drugs 
Your body, it s anatomy and nutrition 
HOUSING 
Audels: Do it yourself encyclopedia 
Do your own electric wiring 
The dream house encyclopedia 
House carpentry simplified 
How to work with concrete and masonry 































Adult l e arner 
& 
JOBS 
Careers and opportunities in connnercial art 
Health careers 
J ournal of practical nursing 
Medical laboratory assistant 
Nurses (2) 
Nursing as a career (4) 
Opportunit ies in nursing caree r s 
Plumber - Arco 
Postal service - Arco 
Practical notes on nursing procedures 
Your future in nursing (3) 
LEISURE 
Aesop ' s fables 
After the sunset 
Aircraft of Worlc War II 
Alic e in Wonderland 
All th rough the night 
American ccmbat planes 
American heritage history of flight 
American knitting book 
Andy finds a way 
Arabian Nights 
Ariel Custer 
Art of flower arranging 
Asimov's guide to the Bible 
Audel questions answers for engineers 
Automobiles and how they work 
Bad Talt Hall (2) 






Br' er Rabbit 
Bulletin Boards 
Bury my heart at Wounded Knee 
Camerons 
Car CMners Handbook 
Challenging skies 
Charity girl 
Chariot of the gods 
China and the Chinese 
Cinderella ( 2) 
Clue of the broken locket 
Collection of Critical Essays 
Convenient marriage 









Adult l earner 







Adult l earner 
Adult learner 
Adult learner 






Adult l earner 
Adult learner 
ABE staff 
Adult learne r & 
ABE staff 








Adult l earner 
Adult learner 
Adult l earner 
Adult learner 









Daniel Boone (2) 
Dark Ages 
Daughter of Legend (2) 
Decline and Fall of Roman Empire 
Devil's cub 
Elephant I s child 
Fall of Rome 
Famous Negro heroe s of America 
First book of drawing 
Friday ' s Child 
Full court press (2) 
Game of t he foxes 
Getting to know the two Chinas 
A gift of prophecy (2) 
The gold bug 
The gold ring and other stories 
Gone with the Wind 
Grandfather tales 




How to draw landscapes, seascapes & cityscapes 
How to draw portrait s 
How to select, train, and breed your dog 
I'm OK, You're OK (3) 
In the clearing 
In tune with wedding bells 
Innocent heiress 
Insects 
Insects in their world 
I srael--One land, two peoples 
John Adams--Reluctant patriot in the Revolution 
Johnathan Livingston Seagull 
Keepers of the trail 
Korean karate 
The land and people 
Lady of quality 
Lazy Lisa lizard 
Legend of the seventh virgin 
Legend of Sleepy Hollow 
Liberation of Lord Byron Jones 
Life and world of Al Capone 
The light in the swamp 
Little Women 
Lost Island 
Love me foreve r 
Lyndon Johnson Story 
McCall's step by step knitting (2) 









Adult learne r 
Adult learner 
Adul t 1 earner 
Adult learner 



















ABE s taff 
Adult learner 






















Master guide to golf 
Measure, cut, and sew (2) 




My life and prophecies 
My several worlds 
Naming birds at a glance 
The Near East 
Night of the seventh moon 
Nursery rhymes 
The old man and the sea 
Passenger to Frankfurt 
Patchwork quilting 
Pearl S. Buck: Revealing human heart 
Penhallow 
Penny's worth of character (2) 
Phantom cottage 
Quilts and coverlets 
Rebecca 
Red Badge of Courage 
Red mule (2) 
Regency buck 
Reluctant widow 
Ride with Huey the engineer 
Rip Van Winkle 
Rormnel, the desert fox 
Royal escape 
Search for a soul 
Secret heart 
Selection of poetry and prose 
Semi-tough (2) 
Seventh hour 
Sewing book (2) 
Shepherd of Guadalupe 
Singer sewing book (2) 
Singing mongoose 
Sinking of the Titanic 
Snows of Kilimanjaro 
Splendor of Israel 
A state is born 
Strange proposal 
Story Bible 
Swing easy, hit hard 
Tasha Tudor book of fairy tales (2) 
Thread that runs so true (4) 
Tom Sawyer 



















Adult l earner 





































Treasure Island Adult learner 
Walt Disney 's Mother Goose Adult learner 
War as I knew it Adult learner 
White Squaw (3) Adult learner 
Wind in the willows Adult learner & 
ABE staff 
Wuthering Heights (2) Adult learner 
Your puppy Adult learner 
Winnie the Pooh Adult learner 
RELATING TO OTHERS 
Sociology Adult learner 
What is sociology Adult learner 
SELF 
A gift of prophecy Adult learner 
Psychology Adult learner 
TRANSPORTATION 
How Charts and drawings help us Adult learner 
How maps and globes help us Adult learner 
Progress on reading roads Adult learner 
The following is a tabulation of the types of material and 
number of pieces bo th print and non-print, used in the Floyd County 
ABE-Library Project. 
4. 
Number of pieces 
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For a complete listing of materials purchased for the Floyd 
County ABE-Library Project see Appendix J. 
For a complete listing of publishers f rom which the materials 
were purchased see Appendix K. 
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IV . Evaluation of AAEC Services 
1. Relevance to ...•.... The AAEC Staff provided the expertise and 
advice needed as our model center was being established . 
2. Training .. • ... Pre-project training sessions were invaluable. 
3. Monitoring Activities ....... The orientation session of State 
and Project staff with ABE teachers was a great asset in 
achievi ng enthusiasm and cooperation. 
Ann Hayes, chief project investigator, along with Mr. C. J. 
Bailey, monitored our activities . Mrs. Hayes visited our model 
center different times and was in touch, by telephone, con-
stantly. 
It is mainly because of the knowledgable and conscientious 
AAEC staff at Morehead (Kentucky) State University that we 
were ab l e to so successfully inter relate the Libr ary and 
Basic Education Services for the disadvantaged adults of this 
area. 
4 . Materials .. . . . • All necessary materials were available, 
either from proj ect budget or Kentucky Department of Libraries. 
5. Budget ... • . . The budget was ample for needed activities and 
suppl ies, but additional fu nds were needed for travel. 
6 . Relationship . .. ... The in- service training sessions were good, 
especially the workshop in Madison, Wisconsin. 
The exchange from other model centers was very beneficial. 
COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY 
ilepartm.ent nf Ehutatinn 
BUREAU OF VOCATIONAL EDUCATION 
FRANKFORT 40601 
April 27 , 1973 
Mr. Roland Jones, Director 
ABE-Library Project 
Floyd County Board of Education 
Prestonsburg, Kentucky 41653 
Dear Mr. Jones: 
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Appendix A 
Enclosed you will find a resume from the Adult Education Unit concerning 
the Floyd County ABE-Library Project. I hope you will find it helpful 
in making your final evaluation on the project. 
If we can be of further assistance, please contact our office. 
Sincerely yours, 
j tt~ ~-v' < ~A. 
Harlan W. Stubbs, Jr., Supervisor 
Adult Education Unit 
Division of Interagency Relations 
HWS/jt 
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Kentucky--ABE-Library Projec t 
The following is a brief resume expressing the views of the Adult 
Education Unit, Kentucky Department of Education, concerning the 
ABE-Library Proj ect conducted in Floyd County, Kentucky, and sponsored 
by the Appalachian Adult Education Center at Morehead State University. 
For the past eight years Floyd County has conducted one of the 
largest and most progressive Adult Basic Education programs in Eastern 
Kentucky. During fiscal year 1972-73 this program was expanded in 
many areas through the use of a federal grant approved under the 
direction of t he Appalachian Adult Education Center (AAEC). Floyd 
County was one , along with three other sites from the Appalachian area, 
selected to participate as a demonstration project. The main objective was 
to find out if the public libraries and Adult Basic Education programs 
could work together at the state and local levels in providing needed 
services to adults--ages 16 and over with less than a high school diploma. 
Several lesser objectives with activities designed to reach those objectives 
were conducted in the Floyd County project which were useful to the 
Adult Education program. Some of the activities were as follows: 
1) Many adult students were introduced to the public library 
services for the first time in their lives through the use 
of a Bookmobile and a visit to the local regional library 
at Prestonsburg. 
2) ABE teachers were helped by the use of the Bookmobile as 
a delivery system of printed and non-printed materials. 
3) A general reading list was provided to the ABE program. 
4) Door-to-door visitation to disadvantaged adults to recruit 
them for ABE programs and to use public libraries was made 
possible by the use of a Bookmobile and trained staff. 
5) ABE staff gave assistance to librarians on reading interests 
and needs of adult clients. 
6) ABE staff provided library orientation and library tasks 
as a part of the ABE curriculum. 
7) ABE staff provided assistance to librarians in determining 
reading levels of individual students and of materials . 
Some direct benefits of this project have been the following: 
1) The ABE program has had a slight increase in enrollment 
this year over previous year. 
2) A wider variety of instructional materials have been used 
by ABE teachers. 
3) The holding power of the ABE program is improved. 
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Should this p roject be funded to continue for another year there 
are some other acti vities, in addition to those accomplished this year, 
that might be considered. They are: 
1) The use of the Boolanobile as a type of mobile mini-lab, 
with a variet y of software programmed materials available 
to students in an individualized learning situation. 
2) The use of trained pers onnel as home-bound instructors. 
3) Space could be made availabl e at the l ocal-regional library 
in Prestonsburg for either a classroom or mini-learning 
center. 
In addition, some of the useful activitie s accanplished during the 
first year of the proj ec t should be continued) such as: 
1) Bookmobile vi s its t o ABE classes. 
2) Library orientation and tasks as part of the ABE curriculum . 
3) A visit to the regional library by adults who have never 
been inside of a library. 
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O[l ~LJc::::w]OBQ Box 537 Frankfort Kentuck!J 40601 Area Code 502/564-4346 Twx 5101 
May 25, 1973 
Mrs. Ann Hayes 
Appalachian Adult Education Center 
Morehead State University 
Morehead, Kentucky 
Dear Ann: 
I am happy that we have had the opportunity to work with you all this 
past year on the ABE-Library project. It has brought us into contact 
with many people frcm within and without Kentucky thus allowing for the 
exchange of !ideas, The Handbcx)k of Canmunity Services was one such idea. 
I believed in the potential of the Floyd County ABE-Library project from 
the very beginning as an lSCA funded project in Lexington has been 
successful on a smaller scale in providing similar services. 
It seems that the Floyd County project has been successful in bringing 
the two agencies closer t ogether in an effort to provide the ABE students 
an avenue to continue their education via public library services . I 
hope that this type of interagency cooperation will spread throughout 
the state as a result of the workshops planned for the coming fiscal year. 
The costs of a dem::mstration project seem high in canparison to a se:rvd!c-e 
project~ but if the demonstration project by its nature bau.J36S similar 
services to evolve in other places it is probably justified. 
With much hope for the caning year-
Working together, 
Mike Averdick 
Coordinator of Special Programs 
:;rr>~~ru 
T Q=:{]~0§3 Box 537 Frankfort. Kentuck~ 40001 
May 25 , 1973 
Mrs . Ann Hayes 
Appalachian Adult Education Center 
Morehead State University 
Morehead , Kentucky 
~Mrs . Hayes : 
We have appreciated so much the bool<m:>bile services to adult basic 
education classes given in the evening by Mr. Haner Lee Hall as well 
as the cooperation between the adult education classes and the public 
library services in Floyd County, made possible by Mr. Roland Jones and 
his assistants. 
We do hope that this project, which has been most successful so far, 
may continue until sufficient research has been engaged in, and 
needed information has been culled for future use in other areas of 
the country. 








Salaries: 16 , 215 
Director 3,000 
Bookmobile Librarian 3,835 
Librarian 6,495 
Part-Time Staff 1,185 
Secretary 1,700 
Other : 5,645 
Ins tructional Supplies 5,625 
Other Allowable Items 20 
OBJECTIVE 3: 
Salaries: 1, 235 
Director 1,000 
Bookmobile Librarian 30 
Librarian 30 
Part-Time Staff 150 
Secretary 25 
Other: 1,345 
Instructional Supplies 1, 200 
Staff Office Supplies 25 
Contracted Services 120 
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Part-Time Staff 250 
Secretary 125 
Other: 50 




Bookmobile Librarian 45 
Librarian 45 
Part-Time Staff 225 
Secretary 25 
Other: 225 
Staff Office Supplies 25 
Other Allowable Items 50 
Student Transportation 150 
$ 775 
$ 765 









Staff Office Supplies 25 
Other Allowable Items 50 
OBJECTIVE 8: 
Salarie s : 575 
Director 100 
Bookmobile Librarian 50 
Librarian 100 
Part-Time Staff 250 
Secretary 75 
Other: 20 




Part-Time Staff 1,000 
Other: 25 
Staff Office Supplies 25 












Staff Office Supplies 75 




Part -Time Staff 
Secretary 
Other: 235 












OBJECTIVE 16 : 2,480 







Instructional Supplies 300 
Staff Office Supplies 50 
Other Allowable Items 80 
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WEDNESDAY, JANUAR't 24, 1973 
Adult Education Students Briefed At Library Meeting 
Adult Education students and teacher at meeting in Floyd County Library. 
Upwards of a hundred adult basic 
education students brought here by bus 
from different parts of the county got 
acquainted with the Floyd County Library 
and its facilities last Thursday when they 
and their teachers participated in a library 
orientation session. 
'l1le meeting was the result of the ABE 
(Adult Basic Education )-Library Project 
currently being conducted in the county. 
Many of those attending were inside the 
library here for the first time. The project Is 
a joint effort of the U. S. Office of Education, 
the U. S. Bureau of Libraries and Learning 
Reeourcea and the Kentucky Department of 
Ubrarlet. 'l1le Floyd County Board of 
Education is its sponsor here, and the 
program is being directed by Roland Jones. 
Toe program will develop the ability of 
students to use books and the facilities of-
fered by library services. 
James Salisbury, Floyd county director of 
adult education, welcomed the group and 
presided over Introductions. Homer L. Hall, 
regional librarian, explained the available 
services and facilities to the group. 
Mr. Hall remarked after the meeting that 
he thought the session had been extremely 
helpful In making the Involved persons 
aware of what library services are 
available. He said that, even though Ken-
tucky ls recosnized aa having one of the 
largest bookmobile Deets In the nation and 
Floyd county has an excellent bookmobile 
program, he doesn't want the students to 
tlllnk that the bookmobile Is the ultimate in 
library services. 
The Interest of the group was excellent, 
and another seMl.on has been tentatively aet 
for the coming spl'ing. 
Also attending the group orientation were 
Roland Jones, ABE-Library Project 
director, and Otarles Clark, superintendent 
of Floyd county schools. 
Refreshments were served the entire 
group by the ABE-Utrary staff. 
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SAMPLE REQUEST CARDS 
~y' "' ~-~\ . L,'b . 
ih~ {'(\ • • . I 
Address \ ;, 1 \ ' •· ~--'-'---'---------
How Request Was Handl ed: 
Filled : . Yes No 
Ma iled _ _,,_/ _ Date i -\ B 
Taken Date 
Date of Request: '?-1 3 - 7 l--
ABE Studen t___J' __ 
ARE _ St~@enl Family 
Other ------
Subject ~ {i4'SI~ 
Author___jh wi>.Y., ~~ I\ S: . \)c. v.:.tte.\, L~"s 
Title ~ro, r,hr._~ ~i:;; ,<l 1·t±H,l.."~L~ \)1, 'iov-r- D\.1>1\ E\,c.\. \\i ,r, ~ 
Patron's Name , J vfv.,,_. 1A,.v,..,...~f- \),,~, Q.-,c.~" -r~ 
How Request Was Handled: 
Filled: Yes__LNo __ _ 
Mailed---l/'---_Date °i •)g -J l 
Taken Date ---
~-me:.\ . \\ (\.,..feet\<. ~ E.\l-,'\"''°' 
ABE St uden t ~ 
AIIB Student Family 
Other ------
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Date of Reques t: /c:J-1~---?~ubject:~ 
Author ':°)~g_flte'<. ~Lw,\ ~ - \l~v-.~, \-\1,1c.\<\~,-
Title ~CPgfdS \ o ~~-h~- \1 ow ~\w-,-\j ~\)'f"W• \.\c\i> Us 
Patron IS Name~-~~ \~o\.lJ l'Y\,,~s- 4 (;,\~\k~ \\t\~ u) 
Address 4rr- /7.c: 
/4A~::. ~--
How Request Was Handled: ABE Student / 
Filled : Yes..L._No __ _ ARE Student Family 
Mailed j Date tp -)3 ·Jb 
Taken Date ---- ---- Other ------
\,\ o\ ~ ll., \•,nc d 
ti ,,\ , \•· , 
Date of Request : __ \_-~1g_-J_') _ Subject~ ~ro\ ,· s·,-·H) 
Author ----------,-----
'll c ~ , Tit 1 e ( Lo, ~c,:,_~_il,iAflL\1 .. ~.L!.i;.N U. n \ 1 Yl\, \ e d, 
~': · Patron's' Name_~-~ ~ri~hl_\i_ 
Address fuo.r\-1~_1:< ..... ,J.__ __ _ 
How Request Was Handled: 
Filled : Yes_L__No __ 
Mailed / Date i- \-1,3 
Taken Date ---- ----
ABE Student / 
ARE .Student Family 
Other ------
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FLOYD COUNTY BOARD OF EDUCATION ABE-LIBRARY PROJECT Appeotlix F 
HOMt VISITATION 
~~· j yt,,~~~--
(Not to be filled out until you have l eft the patron ' s premises.) 
~L ' )/ , /7 
NAME~7~c 
AGE I 7 
POST OFFIC~~ ~ 
EDUCATIONAL COMP •. _.~""-"'L;~'/;.__ _____ _ 
NO. IN FAMILY . ...;<,,::..£~------------------------
HOME CONDITION :-,.l...:;)..a'4PIJ~~..C.<'.--------------------
l 
TYPE OF INCOME :~d~«L WORKING_L __ UNEMPLOYED. ______ _ 
DIS.IBBLED ------
IN~REST OF PERSONS (S) INTERVIE\IID' ,1:,;ete: .:....~ %~, C )" 
,A,41,:,,..,, ~/ kd 
., IS ANY ~~1.DMEMBE: CURRENTLY AN ABE STUDENT? v-··/ YES ____ NO 
DO ANY HOUSEHOLD MEMBERS USE A LIBRARY? ____ YES ____ NO 
IF YES, HOW MANY? _______ _ 
SUBJECT., DISCUSSl/1)', /?a A <l4C' Jl > 4'!,¢,,=fjp,, . /4-~4¥'( d ✓ 
~~~ 
REASONS 00 NOT ATTEND ABE: _____________________ _ 
REASONS DO NOT USE UBRARY SERVICES: _________________ _ 
FLOYD COUNTY BOARD OF EDUCATION ABE-LIBRARY PROJECT 
HOME VISITATION 
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(Not to be filled out until you have left the patron ' s premises.) 
NA!~ ~ POST OFFICE~. 
AGE ___ -.-&.. ,-_ ________ EDUCATIONAL COMP.~Z~--------
NO . IN FAMILY~/...,._/ _____________________ _ 
TYPE 
CONDITI ON: ____ --,-__________________ _ 
OF I NcoMEl}f f:./C-¥fl,w(iORKING ____ UNEMPLOYED ___ _ 
'll DISABLED _______ _ 
INTEREST OF PERS ONS (S) INTERVIEWED: ______________ _ 
IS ANY HOUSEHOLD MEMBER CURRENTLY AN ABE ~TUDENT,d~i,~ YES NO ~.,, Jl;,0, -
DO ANY HOUSEHOLD MEMBERS USE A LIBRAffy? -71:!- YES ______ NO , 
IF YES, HOW MANY? Z,U~&sn, 
SUBJECTS DISCUSSED: ClriM;Ji,k~ t 4/,(}-f t.t;cte&,4? 
~lt;f!;J-Z~z;;rz:!:: 
MATERIALS LEFT: ------------------------
REASONS DO NOT ATTEND ABE: -------------------
REASONS DO NOT USE LIBRARY SERVICES: ~--------------
---------- ---- ·--·-- - --- -·--
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FLOYD COUNTY BOARD OF EDUCATION ABE-LIBRARY PROJECT 
HOME VISITATION 
/YJi --c~ t ~ f-1 er;;;, 1., rt_ i ~" I 
(Not to be filled out {mf{1vio~ have left the patron's premises.) 
l!AME Ci ll 1;; 1, &-;i,rc4)1 POOT OFFICE h 1:/Vl// .-j;;;z 
AGE I </' EDUCATIONAL COMP ._,,fl.__._Z..'f.__ _____ _ 
NO. IN FAMILY ~ ·-"'"'------------------------
HOME CONDITION: ~ 
TYPE OF INCOME :/J,Ja/h;~.fo'fr:.~o,;_-~ __ UNEMPI.OYED ____ _ 
DLS~IED _____ _ 
' INTEREST OF PERSONS (S) INTERVIEWED :_./):Jl'-1-.µ.d,~'.1'.l.i.;•il.o:/~..Qi:.., ___________ _ 
LS ANY HOUSEHOLD MEMBER CURRENTLY AN ABE STUDENT? ~ YES NO 
.fl . ,, J/t C,✓ --
oo ANY HO\l5EHOW MEMBERS USE A LIBRARY?tfz{,h~c-~s-< NO 
IF YES, HOW MANY? _______ _ 
SUBJEC'15 DISCUSSED •,41',a--:t-'/.-, a4 . A' C:: /Jll ,cfl,r 
MATERIALS !EFT: -------------------------
REASONS DO NOT USE UBRARY SERVICES: -----------------
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Appendix G 
OBJECTIVE 12: QUESTIONNAIRE 
Library-ABE Project 
Appalachian Adult Education Center 
Date ________________ _ 
Position Name ----------------- ------------
Center _______________________________ _ 
Questionnaire 
The Joint Role of Public Libraries and Adult Basic Education 
(ABE) in Service to Undereducated and Disadvantaged Adults. 
We are inter ested in your view of present services to the dis -
advantaged. Please complete the following based upon your experi ence 
and judgment . 
1. At t he present t ime in your judgment, how much emphasi s does your 
local public library put on service for the disadvantaged adults? 
Circle one. 








2 . At the present time, how does our local public library serve 
f unctionally illiterate adults? Check those of the following 
that you believe to be present services. 
(8) in-service training on service for functionally illiterate adults. 
(5) reference skills while working with functionally illiter ate adults. 
(17) selection of adult high int erest low readability materials. 
(15) bibliographies of high interest low readability level materials for 
adults. 
(13) community agency referral. 
(20) bookmobile service for the di sadvantaged 
(16) storefront libraries . 
(18) fill requests from functionally illiterate adults for materials 
( 4) study centers 
(16) library home visits 
(10) circulating library collection to institutions 
( 0) special ethnic sections 
( 5) library aides 
( 3) connnunity aides 
( 1) transportation to library 
( 2) volunteer services in library 
(12) recruiting 
(18) paper backs 
(18) pamphlets 
(1 2) pr ogrammed instruction 
(14) coordination of services with other agencies 
3 . How would you judge the overall quality of library services for 












4 . At t he present time how do you believe local adul t educat ion pr ograms 
serve functionall y illiterate a~ults? Check those app r opriat e : 
(18) instructi on in classes 
(14) progr alll!led instruction 
(18) especially trained staff 
(1~) r ecruiting 
(13) use of coping skills materials 
(15) community referral 
(11) s tudy centers 
(14) coordinated services with other 
( 5) transportation 
( 4) volunteers 
( 3) home bound instruction 
in classes 
agencies 
(14) employment information 
( 8) learning centers 
5 . How do you judge the ove~all quality of ]ocal adult education 









6. Do you think librarie s and adult education can provide coordinated 
service for functionally illiterate adults? 
(19) yes (0) no (1) no response 
7. How do you think the two services could be coordinated? 
Check appropriate ones. 
(20) joint public relations for educational services for adults 
(16) joint staff connnunication 
(17) joint assessment of reading interests and needs of adult learners 
through the use of readers' profiles. 
(20) joint recruiting 
(15) joint use of space and facilities 
(13) joint training for service to functionally illiterate adults 
(16) coordination in issuing library cards 
(16) j oint assessment of library and ABE staff needs in working with 
functionally illiterate adults. 
( 9) use of volunteers 
(19) joint selection of materials 
(18) j oint evaluation of materials 
(20) joint use of bookmobiles services 
(18) joint coordination of community agency referral services 
(13) joint development of bibliographies of adult high interest 
low readability material 
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8. Who do you feel would benefit most from a coordination of services? 
( 0) library staff 
( 0) ABE staff 
(12) client or patron 
( 8) combination (state which) 
9. What do you see as major problems in your job that might be helped 
by the other institution? ____________________ _ 
Thank you very much for your cooperation in filling out the 
questionnaire. 
COMMENTS FROM ABE STUDENTS AND TEACHERS 
STUDENT 1 
Having the opportunity to attend night classes has 
meant a great deal to me. 
Appendix H 
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I have always realized the importance of a good education 
and had the desire to complete mine. 
I t is my opi nion that most people want to be self-
sufficient and have goals they can fulfill only with an 
education. 
I am very grateful to my teacher, the people working 
with the bookmobile, and anyone else responsible for giving 
me this, another chance to further mine. 
STU DD1.:: 2 
I want to thank the A.B.E. Library people for getting 
me to go to Adult Classes. They came to my home and told 
me about the program and since I have gone back to school, 
I have applied for my 8th grade diploma. They have helped 
me get books and things needed to help me learn. I am now 
working on my high school diploma which I need badly. 
The Floyd County Bookmobile Unit is very helpful to 
the community. Some of the people are unable to visit the 
library as often as they would like. This way when we 
want to read a good novel, mystery, or other books, we 
can check them out from our bookmobile. 
The bookmobile always has a large selection of good 
reading material. 
It is very convenient for the night classes which I 
attend. 
STUDENT 4 
I have been exposed to A.E.~. Public Library Project 
for a short time only, yet I can see many ways in whi ch 
the proj ect may be of benefit to me. 
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The bookmobile has had many .nteresting books and 
magazines in it wh~ch are available to me each t ime the 
bookmobile comes to our study center. Many of these magazines 
would be unavailable to me if not for the bookmobi le. 
The Library Project helps me nlso by providi ng me 
wi t h materials that will help me w~th my studies toward 
passing the G.E.D. Exam. Worksheets, textbooks, and 
reference books have been made available to each of the 
s tudents enrolled in the A.B.E. Program. 
STUDENT 5 
I think that the Library Program and the night classes 
are a very good idea. I have enjoyed using the bookmobile 
and I like t o go and use the Library at Prestonsburg. I 
woul d not have gotten my diploma if it wasn't for night 
classes. I t is easier for me to go to school at night 
i nstead of the day. I hope that the library program and 
night class es will continue. 
STUDETI ~ 
The ABE Public Library Project has benefited me by 
b T~:iging the library closer and by helping me get ready 
for the G.E. D. High School Equivalency Test. 
It has given me the chance to read some good novels 
and to learn about some of the best authors. 
During t his past year, we have visited the Floyd 
County Library twice and I have learned a lot about how 
to use the l i brary to the best of my advantage. 
STUDENT 7 
I have vi s ited the library twice and I enjoyed it so 
much. The Floyd County Library is so nice and they have a 
wonderful selection of books to choose from. I like the ones 
that has the large printing. They are wonderful for the 
people that eyes are not as good as they once were. I am 
so glad that we have the bookmobile to come to our Adult 
Class here at McDowell, which I attend. I can check out 
books without having to go all the way to Prestonsburg. 
The only things that I can say that I dislike are the library 
is too far away from McDowell, and the bookmobile doesn't 
come often enough. 
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COMMENTS FROM ABE TEACHERS 
From this count ry's earli est days reading has been a 
key to survival. Too many students spend 12 years or more 
in school , yet read at a sixth-grade level or lower. 
The perpetual and quite justifiable plaint of the 
rural people is the lack of library facilities. 
The Floyd County Bookmobile Project has been a wonderful 
help to my adult education students. Teachers don't have 
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to depend entirely on textbooks and basal readers to help 
students . We might do better to use newspapers, paperbacks, 
magazines, or a number of other teaching materials and methods 
which may be found on our bookmobile. 
The students feel at ease on the bookmobile because 
it ensures them a relaxed and informal atmosphere. They 
feel at home because they know here is a place where they 
can find a variety of good reading material on their level. 
The Bookmobile Project is not only serving the students 
of my class but the homes of my community. 
Tne A.B.E. Library has been a very important part in 
the A.B.E. Program in my class at Betsy Layne. It has 
been helpful in class as well as home study. The people 
that work with the library have been more than helpful to 
my class in securing materials they desire and need at 
school and at home . 
I am thankful we have this library, and if we can 
only educate the people of Floyd County to use this 
resource, I am sure our educational standard in Floyd 
County will increase. 
The Effectiveness of the ABE Public Library Project 
The Library Project has been very successful as an aid 
to the Adu1t Education C1asses and as a reading material center 
for the public. 
On each of its visits to our Adult Education Center the 
bookmobile has contained materials that are quite pleasing to 
our students. They are able to check out books that are 
interesting to read as well as books that provide vocational 
and academic information. Any book not available on the 
bookmobile may be requested form the Regional Library. 
In addition to bringing the bookmobile to the study 
centers, the Library Project has furnished the ABE students 
with workbooks and worksheets to be used in their studies 
for the GED Examination. 
Another important project was the library visitation 
program. On two separate occasions the ABE students were 
transported to the Regional Library at Prestonsburg and while 
there Library procedures and practices were explained to them 
so they may feel familiar with the process of finding books 
and therefore be more inclined to visit the library during 
their free time. 
I feel that the Library Project has been of great 
importance and assistance to each of the ABE teachers and 
students. 
Teacher 
John M. Stumbo Elementary 
MARTIN ABE CENTER 
Mr. X - ABE Teacher. The Library Program certainly has 
been a definite asset to the ABE 
Classes. All of the students enjoyed 
the visits to the bookmobile very 
much. There's much to be said about 
how the library program helped the ABE 
Classes. This was the first time 
that most of my students had ever been 
to the Regional Library and certainly 
a memorable experience for them. 
Student A. Mrs. A, what do you think about the 
library program? I think its a very 
fine thing. I like to read and wish 
I had more time to read but I still 
have to do all the housework first. 
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Student B. I enjoyed the visits to the Prestonsburg 
Library and also liked to visit the 
bookmobile. It's good that the 
bookmobile can bring the library 
materials to the people that otherwise 
would not have a chance to come in 
contact with them. 
WAYLAND ABE CENTER 
Mr. X - ABE Teacher. All of my student s have enjoyed the 
program. They especially l i ked the 
visits to the Prestonsburg Regional 
Library and also the bookmobile visits. 
Mrs. Y - ABE Teacher. I think the attitude of many of the ABE 
students have changed toward the library 
and the use of library materials. I 
think they are more relaxed now and 
don't feel cramped when visiting the 
bookmobile or library. I think it is 
Student A. 
a very fine program and that the staff 
has done a good job i n getting the 
program to the people of the rural areas 
of Floyd County. 
It's all right, I enjoyed it. 
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Student B. I liked it, especially the visits to the Prestonsburg 
Regional Library. I hope we have it again next 
year and get to go on the trips. 
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How the A.B.E. Public Library Project has benefited me. 
PROS 
The ABE Public Library has made teaching basic education 
much more successful by its use. It has given the students 
that are unable to get to the public library at Prestonsburg 
an opportunity to check different books out. It gave the 
students a better understanding of the value of the library 
in society. One of the best things that comes to my mind 
is that the ABE Public Library has created an interest in 
reading to most of the students. This subject reading is 
one in basic adult education that we are always trying to 
improve upon. 
I have not only been able to check material out on 
reading subjects, but subjects that are of interest to these 
young adults that I have in class. Most of the students are 
very aware of their future plans, and they are interested in 
working and fi.nding out more about different vocations. 
Without the use of the ABE Public Library none of this would 
not have been possible. 
I feel that this program not only has aided me in my 
teaching of adults, but also has given me a great satisfaction 
in my reading life. I have been able to find many books on 
the bookmobile that have interested me very much. I was 
fascinated at the broad selection of subject matter that was 
available with the ABE Public Library. 
One of the downfalls to the ABE Publi c Library was the 
lack of available bookmobile space which limited to some degree 
the amount of material available on some subject matter. 
Although much good material was available, much desired 
material was eliminated because of the close confines of the 
bookmobile. This unavailable material could be requested 
from the central library, however, this practice was time 
consuming and the materials were often needed immediately. 
Teacher 
John M. Stumbo Elementary 




The following case studies were compiled by aides in fulfillment 
of ob j ective 17. The name s of the ABE students have been changed to 
protect their privacy. 
Ben Taylor was born at Abner, Kentucky, in March, 1956. He 
didn' t r ealize that the years ahead would be about the same with little 
education , no skills to work at, and few material things. He had very 
few t h ings as a child to encourage him to look for a bright future . 
Ben was born into a family of poor people . His grandparents 
wer e poor a nd h i s parents changed little i n the ir life. Neither went 
to school past early grade school. They were truants themse l ves in 
school and th i s caused them to raise their children in the same 
despair, with little or no encouragement to get an education. 
The family had s pent their lives moving from one place to 
another and dragging the children with them. Ben must have 
attended at l east five different schools in his grade school days . 
These places were usually in poor surroundings and the same situations 
prevailed. Ben ' s father spent most of his time out of work and neve r 
worked at one j ob more than six months at a time. These jobs we r e 
usually in mines or on some seasona l job like cons truc tion wo rk or 
picking f ruit in southern stat es . Ben grew up with the idea that 
he could do the same. 
Ben spent most of his school days at the Osborne Grade School 
when he was in the Wheelwright area. I was a teache r and counselor 
at this school and had many opportunities to discuss his problems with 
him and to try to e ncourage him to get an education and a good job . 
Either I did a poor job of counseling h im then or the home 
influence was too strong to tear him away from . Anyway, he quit 
school in the seventh grade . He did return af t er a year out of school 
and made it through the eighth gr ade. During t hi s last year of 
school, I helped to get Title I to purchase g l asses for Ben because of 
his sever e eye problem. I also talked t o him several times aft e r he 
quit school to get h im back to high school but could not. 
I took s uch an interes t in Ben because he was i nte lligent and 
made good grades. I also knew that t he only hope to keep him off 
welfare was wi th an education. 
Most of his family had been on some wel fare program or some 
monthly check. Ben had seen that they could make it without an 
education and he was willing to do the same. 
Since leaving school, Ben has been working on a garbage truck, 
making about twenty-five or thirty dollars a week. He seems happy 
enough doing this and it seemed there was little anyone could do 
about it. 
Ben is handicapped with poor eyesight and ulcers of the 
stomach. He doesn't or never has had the right foods to keep him 
healthy. 
Ben has been out of school about two years. He got married 
about four or five months ago to a girl who has lived in the same 
corrmunity and about the same economically, socially, and culturally. 
He is now married, without a steady job, no education, and not such 
a bright future. 
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Ben does have one more chance . When I started working on the ABE 
Library project as a recruiter, I thought of Ben immediately . When 
I first talked to him he didn't seem interested . Later, I referred 
him to the NYC dropout program in which he could work during the 
day around schools and go to school at night. He could finish his 
high school education this way and his future could be somewhat 
brighter . 
He and his wife are now attending ABE classes at Melvin and 
he says he is going to finish his high school and would like to go to 
Vocational School . He said he would like to be some type of office 
worker. He seems earnes t in his ideas but it remains to be seen 
whether the strong early environmental influences will pull him 
back or whether the ABE class and the school environment can lead 
him to a better life than he has had in his previous sixteen years. 
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Barbara 
On May 1, 1955, Barbara was born to Jim and Molly Smith at Lancer, 
Kentucky . The first of five children, Barbara had to miss a lot of 
school because of sickness. So she enrolled in ABE to catch up, and 
a l so works as an N.Y.C. worker. Both her parents are unable to work 
because of physical disabil ities, so her job with NYC is their only 
source of income. After finishing ABE, Barbara should be able to 
ge t a good job to support her parents, her brothers and sisters, and 
herself. 
Jenny 
J enny Jenkins was born in 1955 in Barbourville, Kentucky. According 
to earlier reports, sh<--. was a very well behaved child and did well in 
school. Her father died when she was five, and she was raised by her 
mother along with three sisters and two brothers. They had to sacrifice 
qui t e a bit, but they got along. 
Jenny ranked in the top part of her c lass in almost every area 
i n grade school. She always said that she wanted to go to college or 
to vocational school when she graduated from high school . She knew it 
would be hard, but she wanted to do it. She always thought she could 
do as we l l as anyone else no matter what the odds. She did have many 
odds against her . Her mother didn't have much money to send her to 
school, to buy clothes, supplies, or lunches. 
Jenny started to high school, and planned to finish, but in the 
middl e of her freshman year, she married Alvin, who was a sophomore 
in high school. She got pregnant and had to quit school. Alvin quit 
t oo , t o get a job to support his wife and child. He found out that 
this was a big task, being under age and not having a high school 
diploma. They moved in with Alvin ' s family, not knowing what they 
would do later on. 
After her baby was born, Jenny heard about the NYC dropout program 
and applied for work. This allowed her a chance to finish he r high 
school education and make a little money to help her family. It seemed 
like a l ong dark path for her to follow but it seemed worth the time and 
effor t to her. She also encouraged Alvin to go back to high school. 
So she went to ABE and he went back to high school. She worked at a local 
e l ement ary school, and did well there . 
Al vin finally got his high school diploma and J enny encouraged 
him t o go to vocational school to study electricity. He is now doing 
well in that program. Jenny herself finished ABE, took the GED test, 
and go t her high school ·equivalency diploma. She wants to go to 
vocational school to study cosmetology. 
Jenny said she got much more out of the ABE classes than the diploma. 
She said she learned a great deal about people, and that the library 
services were very good because t hey offered her the chance to read about 
many thi ngs that will enrich her life and he r family' s. 
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Mrs. Moore 
Mrs. Moore is a forty- year old widow who attended the Betsy Lane 
ABE class for one year, along with her daughter. She had dropped out 
of school in the eighth grade because of family prob lems. After her 
husband died, she began looking for work , and found that she had no 
salable skills. A friend encouraged her to attend ABE classes and 
she progres sed rapidly. She passed the GED test, and still came to 
ABE until she enrolled in a business college. 
Early in the school year, Mrs. Moore displayed an extreme lack 
of self-confidence , and it was difficult for her to cope with the 
class situation. She late r explained that her visits to the public 
library, the bookmobile visits, and the concern shown her by the 
personnel involved in the library project really helped her overcome 
this problem. 
Mrs. Moore was especially interested in sewing and croche ting. 
She studied many books selected from the bookmobile and presented 
her teacher with a beautiful shawl she had made . The c lass members 
complimented her on the shawl, which gr eatly helped her morale . 
Mrs. Anderson 
Reva Anderson is a 32-year old wi fe of a disabled miner, and the 
mother of two sons. She dropped out of school one semester before 
graduating from high school to get married, and said she ''wished a 
thousand times that she had finished high school." She said she neve r 
cared about being a dropout until her husband became disabled, and 
she had to try to find work without experience, skills, or a high 
school diploma. 
So she came to ABE. When she discover ed the project' s materials 
on taking care of the handicapped, she launched an intensive study. 
She constantly requested books by mail and from the bookmobile on 
the handicapped, and wants to get i nto training in care of the handicapped 
after she gets her high school diploma. 
Becky Jones 
Becky Jones is a twenty-year old housewife and has one child. She 
has her high school diploma, but comes to ABE classes because she likes 
to learn more, and enjoys reading the library project materials. Before 
she got involved in the Library-ABE project, she thought she was "too 
dumb" to learn anything or to read anything f rom the library. But 
she has changed now. She gi ves the ABE Library staff credit for guiding 
her toward the habit of reading . Before the introduction to the library 
services, her reading was limited to "True Stories" and "True Romance" 
type magazines. Now she readings light f iction, historical novels, 
news magazines, and many kinds of books and magazines to help her in 
her daily life. She recently decided to go into nurse's training. 
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Patty Gabbard 
Patty Gabbard is a thirty-year old widow who dropped out of school 
in the sevent h grade . Now she comes to ABE classes whenever she can, 
but often she must stay home to take care of her mo t her, who is an 
invalid and has to be hospitalized much of the time. Patty ' s husband 
died recently after a lingering illness. 
Patty came from a very poor family who didn't encourage her to 
stay in school. Her life has been a continuous series of hardships 
with constant illness in the family. 
When the ABE-Librarian approached her about going to adult classes , 
she seemed rather despondent because she realized that she needed ABE, 
but felt so tied down at home that she just couldn 't see how she wou ld 
be able to come . Several neighbors and friends volunteered t o take 
care of her mother while she went to class . 
Malcolm Curry 
Malcolm i s fifty- eight. He started work very young because his 
father died. He lived in a remote area and couldn't go to school, 
working at odd jobs , mining, cutting t i mber , and raising four boys 
and two girls . Now his famil y has grown up and moved away. 
When we contacted him about coming to ABE, he first said he 
couldn't learn any thing--at fifty-eight, he s till could neither read 
nor write. But he has a good memory and a sharp mind, and worked 
very hard to l earn simpl e sentences and to write . He's a preacher, 
and wanted to l earn to read some of the Bfble and to wri t e his name 
so he could s i gn his paycheck. 
Afte r a time in ABE, he could write his name and address. One of 
the greates t joys of his life came when he signed his fir st time sheet 
himself, and s i gned his name on his check (he works as a janitor at 
the school) to get it cashed . He said, "I wouldn't take a million 
dollars for what I have learned. " 
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and Freedor.~ NarGh. HB 
Biography of a great sci entist whose 
simple faith and philosophy were an 









Sup~lie r ost - --------- - - -
Johnson Publishers 1 6. 95 
iiill & Wang 4. 50 
Eough tor-. V.i fflin 3. 50 








6 . 95 
L 86 
I+,i;ms 
°Flight ~o ?reed.om: The Stort 
of ~he Unde~£r ound rtR (3) 
Henire-i::-ta :3'.1cY_"'.laster 
Get Your MCney I s Worth (1) 





Jackie ~oj,nso~ of the Brooklyrj 
Doci&:ers (5) 
Mi:i.tcr.. S:1e.:piro 
Jazz Co1.U1try (7) 
The Law :or YOu (2) 
The Long ?~·eedom Road (2) 
Janet Harr is 
1''.ail ?raud Laws (1) 
0 
~hrtin Luther K:.ng ( 3) 
1-~~1\,·~u·J 21:1:vtc-... 
PROJ ECT MATERIALS 
COPrnG SY.ILL Advo ca cy: 
I Read-
ability Suggested .tr.not ation and 
Phys i cal Format ______ ..:.._ _ ____ _ ______ _ --lc_;:c.::_-=~-~ Leve l Sup:9lier 
T'ne working of the under gr ound RR 
and ·,fr1at i t mea."1s and t he aboli tionis 
movenent effect on the Civil War . PB 
Lessons on vari ous uses of money . PB 
Conflict when a Negro fami ly moves to 
the nei ghborhood. PB 
The courageous Negr o who b r oke the 
col or l i ne i n the pr ofessi onal 
baseball vorld. PB 
How a white trumpet player got insi de I 
the worl d of Negr oes and Professional 
Jazz men . ?B 
:rntroduction to the law of various 
aspects . PH 
STory begins with Linda Brown and the 
historic Supreme Court school decisio 
in 1954 . HB 
HOw the consumer nay protect himself ; 
procedures for reporting fraud to 
the Fostal Ser1:i ce . PH 
Biogr:.iphy cmplrns:i zing King ' s chi.ld-












::ol t , 3hinehart & 
Hert zberg 




I Cons;.une r Product 




- - - - · 
. 50 






Inf. . 20 
3. 50 
Items 
Martin Lutrer Kin~ : The 
ful W1rrior (1) 
Ed Clayton 
0
Nobody Knows i1Y Name ( l) I J runes Baldwin 
I 
I 
They Had a Dream 
Eric Broudy 
l o 
! J]ncle Tom ' s Cabin (4 ) 
1 Harriet B. Stowe 
j 
The Unfinished March , the ::eil:::-6 
in the U.S. Reconstruction to 
World War I . 
Up from Slavery (1) 
B. Washington 
What Everyone Should Know Abeu 
the Constitutio~ · of the U. S. 
(7) 
•Why We Can ' t Wait (1) 
1 M. L . King 
PROJECT !1ATIRihl£ 
COPDTG SY.I LL _ ...;f,._,1 ..... ·1~0 .... c .... fa ... r- .1'.I----
Annotation and 
Physical Format 
Stor:, of hi!:: life until his 
inat:.~n . Fi3 
assas~-
Comments frankly on such tc~ics as 
fellow authors , his days a::: ari 
expatriate in Paris , the Hegro in 
Europe . HB 
Stories of eight Negroes and their 
struggles as they rise in American 
socie-cy. PB 
S-cory of a faithful old slave, his 
experiences and relations through 
his masters and his death. HB 
Time when Jim Crow laws took root, 
but also time when Negroes start 
things on their own. PB 
An autobiography of a great man . 
PB 
Short, informal , practical present-
ation of the background of the 
Constitution . Scriptographic 
Reviews the background of the 1963 
civil rights demands and what can 















___ ....:..;;:....... __________ _ 
• r / 
.l. . GO 
Dial ?ress 4.50 
Hertzberg 1 . 86 







Hertzberg 1. 86 
Cnanning L. Bete . 25 
1 
Har.per & Row 3. 50 
PROJECT MATERIALS 
COPING SDLL --cA:u.duYc.i.Pu..c .... a.i..J------ -
I Read-
.4nnotation and ability Suggested 
Items Physical Format Level Sup~lier -!-- - ----- - - - - - --- _____ ...;;.._ ___ . ____ ___________ -----'-------












2 . 52 
PROJECT MATLRIALS 
COPrnG SKILL ___.A.._~ ... i.... n ,.1?; ______ _ 
' - - - -------,---,: ---:-- -:------ -----
1 Read-
Annotation and · ability Suggested 




F.-:::ti r ed 
Health in the Later Years (2) 
Planning f e r Late~ 1esrs (1 ) 
i Protection for t:-.e Elcie r1-r (1 ) 
i 
I 
Includes cost of livi~g comparison 
for retired couples living in selecte 
cities . PH 
Compr ehensive manual containing 
information for those past middle age 
as well as advice . HB 
Comprehe11sive guide for retirement 
planning. PH 
Hc-,r to telp 8..'1 el<ierly pare:it or 
frienc protect hir:;self from common 






Consumer Product Info 







Constner Product INfo 










Copn'G SKILL ' _.,,.Ch......._i ... J,..dr.....,.e,..n _____ _ 
-t-----------------.----------------------- ---''- ------------
1 Read- ·Approx. 
I tems 
About Baby Sitting (4) 
0
Baby and Child. Care ( 5) 
B, r-Bpock 
Behavior Modi f i catio~ in tne 
Classroom (6) 
George Fargo 
The Child a."ld His ~-.-elfare ( 3) 
nazel Frederi cksen 
Caring for the Gifted. (2) 
Rita Dickinson 
The Comnlete Book of Breast-
feeding ( 3) 
1 Marvin Eiger 
ues tio:i & Answe 
Book of Child Training ( 3) 
Ester Cava 
Cc, pj 111~ Wl th Children ' s 
Mi:;h,•ltnvior U1) 
Hudu Lr Dn'.)ik.urs 
Annotation and 
Physical Format 
· ability Sugrested Unit 
A short , informal , practical present-
ation o f the business of b aby sitting 
Scripto 
Handbook for parents gives advice on 
ever yday problems in care of babies 
and children. HB 
Deals directly with the ~anagement of 
behavior i n the classroom. HB 
Comprehensive study o f the history 
de·relopment and current s t ate of the 
field of child welfare . 
Subscribes that civilization □aves 
ahead on the origi nal U!oughts of the 
bright and talented. 
Frank, undogmatic , easy- to- read book , 
both authoritative and sympathetic . 
An easy reference guide t o the prob--
lems parents most often encount e r . 
HB 
Every type of misbchnv i 0 r problems 
ru· .:? ru1aly:.:e d nnd ndvi cc provided. 
PB 










Channing L . Bete . 25 
Meredith 5, 95 
Wadsworth 4.95 
Cooper Freeman 8. 50 
r · 
· 1 Christopher 3.95 
I 
I 
Workman 6 . 95 
Hawthorn 8. 95 
Hawthorn 3, 95 
PROJ ECT MATZRI ALS 
COPlllG SKILL ___;Ch_,...j.__1..,,d.,.r,.,,e .... n.__ _ ___ _ 
-----------
t Annotation and 
1a:~~:;Y Suggest ed p_;;;~~x .. 
Physical Format Level Sup9lier Cost - - --------- ------~ ______ ____ _.....::.:::...:...:=-~- ----.:....:;..------◄- ---
...:H..::ce.:::l..:.P.:::i .;;.:;n_,._g"----"Y...CO-'-u-'-r___;:Ch.,;.:.;;;i;.:;l;:..;d...;:r...:e:..;;.r:;;_,· ''--'-A.:.....cB;...;as:=..ci'--'--c I Pr act i cal , useful gui de to he 1 ping Gr 
Iterus 
Guide for Parents (2) children be happy, helping in school , 4 
Sr ace O' Connor and to grow . PB 
Helping Children with the 
Mvstery of Death (1) 
:::lizabeth Reed 
I 
How to Keep Your Child :i~ fro± 
Birth to Six (2) 
Bonnie Prudden I 
i 
, 1·ihat Every Child. i•:ould Like His 
Parents to Know (3) 
Lee Sau 
Your Child fr o~ 1 to 6 (1) 
Your Child from 6 to 7 2 (:) 
Your Child ' s Self- Esteem (l) 
Frovicied information a.-ici gaidance 
to help children with the reality of , 
dea-ch. HB 
Ste~- by- step , day- by- day progr~ to 
ensure a child ' s fitness from birth 
to six years . HB 
Cor.::nonsense advice for every parent 
about protecting a child ' s emotional 
health. HB 
Cnild ' s characteristics from one to 
six ; how to cope with emergencies . PB 
Presents the child as a person and 
his needs. PB 
Gives a psychologically sound and 
workable formula based on understand·· 
ing the important of how a child 







Steck- Vaughn 1. 65 
I Abingdon 3, 50 
Harper- Row 7-95 
McKay 6 , 95 
Consuxner Product Inf . . 20 
Consumer Product Inf . , 55 
Doubleday 6.95 
PROJECT M.AfiRIALS 
COPinG Sr.ILL Cornmunit-r 
l ~ Annotation and ~r~~::;';y - Suggeste:l 
~ Itcws Physical Format Level Sup.9lier 1
_Th_e_F-irst_B_o_o_k_o_:_ L_o_c_1::._l_ G_-J _  r_E:_r_- ~e_n_e_r_a_l_ o_u_t_l_i-ne ~ome -:-; t he ~ai:-, Gr . ----------
------------ ----nment (4) forms of organi zation and functi ons i 5 FraDklin watts 
Ja.~es Eicher o: thousands of areas in tte U.S . E3 j 
P.owWeLive., (2 ) 
Angelica Cass 
Ir:t ,,,rstate Land Sales 
Clea.'1 
News T-wister (2) 
Edi tl1 Efron 
_' •u · Un i t ed States (2 ) 
i\-...' iJc r t Laubach 
}\ Jt,l C and Nati ons (1) 
i.::Yl :.! , . , , 1· Co.:il T,.1wn 
i:, · 1·1• a11 l,:u1 L:::' 
(3) 
For the adult who is beginnir:g ~c rea4 
but has already been initiated i n~o ; 
tne basic r equirements of reading. PBI 
Presents f~c~s a.:: o ir-f~r::lati~~ the 
law is desigr;ed to afford tGe prospecf 
~ive buyer a full and fair disclosure: 
of subdivision offering. Leaflet I 
I 
A short , informal , practical 
a tion of the problems of and 
to water pollution. Scripto 
preser.~- i 
solution I 
Powerfully documented analysis explod 
es the myth of network neutrality in 
r eporting news . HB 
n~story , geographies and i ndustri es o 
each state and six terri t ories . PH 
Shor t; inlformtl, pr actical outline of 
all the countries of the world . 
Scri;1to 
fl. Li~'!',, • :· i 1di,m and analys is of li.t'., , 
p :1,: 1 1u1.l pi-t.:!Jent , in a coal- mini nt: 
• , ..... ,,u1 i t, v will be offered. 
5 Iloble and Noble 
6 Consumer Product Inf9. 
8 Channing L. Bete 
6 Nash 
5 New Readers·Press 













CO?UlG SKILL Commimit:y 
I I Annotation and 
11 
________ I_t_c_n_u_s _______ t Physical Format 
Spider Plant I A detailed and convincing picture o:' 
Y. Speebac : Puerto Rican family new to New York . 
i ?B 
Stripping 





Social, environmental , etc. aspects 
of stripping in Kentucky . PB 
I 
Wh at Dees a Cc:15res sman Do? ( 7). 
David :..,e·.· i:::e 
On- the-sf ot photographs and a readily 
u.~ dersta...~dable text make clear what 
a congress~an does . HB ! 
wny Vote, The ABCos of Citizens 
14) 
A snort , informal, practical present- I 




























CO?DIG SKILL Consmner Econorni cs 
--, Reaa:=-, .-




:::::'orm_e_d_on--B-u_y_i _n_g_an __ f.._u_t_o_t ~i ·,e- part 
I 
Phys i cal Format Leve l 
--- - ----- --·-+--
series information on 









~e :nformed on Owning ar. Auto 






B~ =.::::-cr=ed on Personal Credit i 
. _Cor:s :.:..-:.e:c All 
Ccnsu:::er Educ~tion Series (3) 
Cost of 0-oeratin an Auto:::ob-:.1 
\ =; ) 
Jet:in~ Ready for Payday (7) 
'.1:.,1·,~:.!.'. "<-' L Hudson 
Five -~B:t series contains information 
on owning a car and its maintainance . 
Leaflet 
Five- part series contains information 
on aspects of credit . Leaflet 
Steps in developing a budget with 
ctarts for esti~ating income , etc . HE 
Information on houses , furnishings , 
food , clothing buying , etc . HB 
Five simple programmed boo~ with 
cartoon- type illustrations on buying . 
Pamphlets 
Cos~s of rr.aintenance , accessories , 
parts , etc . for a moderately priced 
se::J.nn . PH 
Ten ~ections on aids for better 
buy:i:anship . PB 
Comprehensive guide to money manage-
ment in tl~ree par Ls . PB 
Hew Readers Press 
5 Hew Readers Pr ess . 60 
5 :rew Readers Pr.ess . 60 
6 Consumer Pr oduct Inf o . . 10 
6 Consumer Pr oduct Info 2. 75 
6 Xerox 4. 25 
6 Consumer Product Info . Free 
6 Scholastic . 50 
3 Fra11k E. Richards 3. 00 
PROJECT HATt:RIALS 
CO?TIJG SY.ILL Consumer Economics 
I ~ !,r..notation and 
J IteLis Physical Format 
I Read- I 
ability Suggested 
Supr,lier 
11----- - - ----" 
Grolier Modem Consumer , Y.it er. ~cney management , with cassett 
Education Kit (150) ta~es , filmstrips , booklets , and 
student record books . Kit I 
Helping Families Manage Their 
Finan ces (2) 
How to Be a vi:'..s: Consumer (1) 
Angelica Cass 
HOw t o Buy :rumi t 1.1re ( 2) 
Diflce 
How to Custc~ize Cars and Rods· 
George Barris 
How to Get 20 °/ to 90 7 Off oni 
Everything You Buy (2) 
Ho,.· to Live in the Woods on 
?em:ics a Jay 
Complete budget planning guidance wit~ 
information on credit , savings , and 1 
life insurance . PH j 
A practical guide to purchasing every 
day merchandise . PH I 
I 
I 
Gives ideas and advice on buying and I 
choosing fu._rniture for your home . PB! 
~-,11ole gla:::.crous world of the custom-
ized car, profusely illustrated. PH 
Pacl\.ed vi-:; :1 lOO ' s and l OO ' s of money-
saving tips ~hat multiply your buying 
:po,.-e r. : .l:G 
Shows ::o"'· a.,iyone car: find free or 












Consumer Product Inf . 
I 




Macrri lli an 
l P.rco 
I 
I , Frenti ce- Hall 
I 







2 . 95 
3. 50 
6 . 95 
6.95 
Importing a Foreign C~r (1) Fact sheet about importing a foreign 
car . 
6 Consumer Product Inf. Free 
. 
Invcstin.-:.: Your SaYi:15s 
lk!°l'L'l'l. 32h.rn::.u1 
An outsta..~ding guide to an often time 
coni'tt.:~inc; fi,~ld - investment und 
sav i n1:::. . rB 
10 Follett . 87 
PROJ ECT >1ATERIALS 




Items Phys i cal Format 
1
~:-~:rr_i_e_d_ (_2_)___ ______ ~ y_o_un_g_c_o_u_p~l-e-learn~ to budget 
, income and decrease expenses so 
their 
they 
I ; car. plan their spending . PH 
I 
I Keys to Quali t :r 
l<".!':owir:.t; Hew to 3·.10.2:et 
:ierber"t Boh:!!:.ru" 
?-'ianage!'.'.ent 
a:: c. Eu;,. , 
(2; 
~Sr::art Shopper ' s Gu" de ( 3) 
Using Ifoney Seri es ( 8) 
John Wool 
Wha"t Everyone S::-.ould Knew 
ABout the American Econo:rx 
What Everyone S:"ould Know ft.bo;.i 
Checking Acccmnts (2) 
0
\-Jl111L L~> Do with YOur L<·1d C:1.r 
P.:1 ,lp h tbJ,~ r ( 8) 
Expla~ation of USDA grades , plus 
pointers for quality in food buying . 
?n 
Guide for budgeting and hints on 
buying wisely . Po 
.:.... short , i:1:'ormal , practical guiae 
to r::o~ey management . Scri pto 
Facts to help the consumer shop mor e 
v-.·isely . HB 
Series of four. workbooks dealing with 
practical money concepts , skills , and 
management . PE 
A short , informal , practical present ~ 
ation of how America ' s economy sy stem 
works . 
A shor t , inf or mal, practical present-
ation of t he t ypes of checking 
accounts and how they wor k . Scr ipto 


















Consumer Pr oduct Info 
Follett 
Cnanning L. Bete 
Arco ,. 
I 
I I Fr ank E . Richards 
I 
I 
Channi ng L. Bet e 




Co s t ---










I Read- I 
1abilit:r s ..... :,-,;csted t An.notation and Physical For m~t - Wh--e-::-_e_ Do_e_s _ _ t _h_e_ !l_.o_n_e_;/_G_o __ ( 3- )--
1 
~-r-o_ug_ h_a_f_am_..;..i_l_y r,re sent s s Cl.L'1 d advice 
Hazel Spitze l about money mans.ger.-;ent . PH 
3 :::.e-::L- ~/ a·..1.g!'"!~ 
Leve3=,_I_ S1.1p:,,lier 
I 
You and Food Star.~s (18) 
I You a.:id YoUY Car 
I 









Bilingual guide ; who is eligible , 
t o apply for and use . 
I 
ho,. I 7 • r,onc··-or ::-rr"'·•c ... j_-r-"o .,. I V - '""-··-- ... ~ ~"' l, -- - • 
I I 
A short , informal, :;,ractical present- 8 I C"r-.a:::-.::.ng L. Bete 
ation in owning a..'1d c.rivir.g a car . 1 
Scripto 
Guides fo r budgeting , menu planning 
















COPIJ:r. SY.ILL E IJ ,,, 8 t j c..z:.__ __ _ 
I ftnnotati on and 
_________ ___,__ ----~--
1 Read- I flpprcx~ 
Iterus t Physical Format 
_ C_o_r_r_e_c_-:._r:_e_s _s _&_=_· ~-f- e_c_t_i_v_e_n_e_s_s_o_f 
1 
~on t_a_i_r._:_i_n_s tr uc:; ~onal ma~ er i a~ and 
Expression (36) exercises wtict prepares you for the 
Cycle- Teacher Kit (300) 
Davis Dictionary of the Bible 
(2) 
, -CED Handbook of Basic Science 
Mark Lanfield (60) 
General Mathematical Ability 
' Jules Burstein ( 75) 
Interpretation of Literary 
.f\i3.terial (36) 
Interpretative Reading Mat eri 
Social Studies ( 50) 
I use of ex;.ression on the high school 
1 equi·rale::cy examination . WKB 
Coffiprehe~sive :earning kit: 179 study, 
wheels, teacher ' s manual, storage fil 
and two ~Jclo- Teacher machines . 
Enlargement type , color maps , running ! 
head f or refe~ence , photographs ana I 
i l lustrations . HB i 
Instructional material and exercises 1 
which prepare you for the science I 
section on the high school equivalenc 
examination . WKB 
Comprehensi ve lessons and exercises 
on all phases of math . WKB 
i nstructional material and exercises 
which prepare you for the literary 
materi al section of the high school 
equi valency examination . WKB 
Ins tructional mat erial and exer ci ses 
whi ch pr epare you for t he social 
s tudies secti on of t he high school 
equival ency examination . WKB 
a.hilit:r S ~:rested Unit 
1,r.vel r,---· _.;,_:>_l_i_e_r ___ ~ __ co_s_t __ 
G~ ~~-~~~ • -a 2 95 , J---· - ·~- . 
I 
i 
I rie~i E~te~prises 
I 
I 
6 F:!.er.:fr.g Re·rell 8.95 
5 Ca.z:briage 4. 67 
Car::bridge 2. 95 
Cambridge 2. 95 
Cambri dge 2. 95 
. I 
j Itews l 1----· -- -------------·-- -
I Practice for tie t..rmed Forces I 
) Tests (40) 
I David Turner 
' 
Reader' s Digest Reading Skill 
Builder (40) 
' Reader ' s Digest Hew Readers 
Skill Builders (10) 




j Read- I 
----~~~~!io;rJ~:t ·-- -·- __ Ja:~=~-Y11 . -- Suggested ~up.9l~~r . _ . 
Provided :rractice preparation for th': I Gr l!.rr..c 
ArTued Forces Tests . PB 6 
Comprehension exercises for each 
selection; two books eacn on levels 
1 ,4,7 & 8; tr.rec moots on levels 2 , 
3 , 4 , 5 ,6. PB 
Comprehension exercises for each 
selection; two books each on levels 
1 ,1 ,2,3,4. 
Ten transparencies for teaching uses 
of the library. 
1- 8 
1- 4 
?eaG.er ' s :=.igest 
2eaci.er ' s Jigest 














t--- ··---- . --------------------------- --- -------- -I : I f:<J;:--:. . I 
j ! !..nnctetior, nnd 1ar,ilir,;:, I Su~Testec. 
Itr:1":; ___ __ L __ _ ___ PI1ysi~aJ_T_?rr-:::.t_ --------1-<::?el __ ~ _ __ -~;;.;:.~, l::.er 
,-----·· - I 
.... J. •• ".e ";u1•p_· He ci··re (.· .,· -:-:_-.,~.·_,_, __ -· :?·_r~.~:"_·v __ "'." .. -. t • 0 i·.,,,.r.rtcvc·- ,..r• -, ',.,,.,- :::- I -,..,,., ··,_. -·-v 
-'-'- --- -- - -- . • -·!.) ~- - Ul - ., ... -:,.J. ., I~- ----·-A.;;>···-
i,jarga~et Hanson (2 j cc.~'= c :· clothes, ,,;ays -::::, ~·-=.:-.:,::.,.:.!. , I 
~lotning and Faoric Car= ~aoei ~ 





Fa'llil·.r Life in t:ie U . ~ . 
1..:ladys Alesi 
Heloise ' s Housekee-in-
Htc>loise ( 3) 
~r:-:s:t care in::'or.~:&.:.io!", :-::;,;.::t a::-r-::-~~ 
la-~els o~ c:rthi.r.: fil:ii :"a~ri .... s :..r:'l 
=·~·e:-:ty- fi ·re rerairs tc I rclG!",g 
u.Se:~·.,;.lr.ess of gar:-:-,ents . Fri 
stories a·oo;,;.t. 
couple dealin~ wi t.h realist.ic :~a; __ _;_i:: 
si :,...:.atior:. such as apart1:1ent a.r.6. jot 
hc1!1ti:1g , etc . PH 
:::as:: rea-:ling, ad.ul t - cent-:::i:e;i , p!·es e!". t.} 
si t·,taticr:s anu. a.e.::;.2.s with i:::.·ocle::;.s j 
C -,,~..., 011 ;n S"'C; 't~ 7" -fa O_,. ti..e ,,.;;.,, .._ -::>:::. 1...,.,-... • \,. ~• .... _ _;,__._. J. ~1 ..... \.L--l.. •- - 1 
Bes~ of Heloise ' s s~ortcuts 
sol utior:.s for every type of 










:1:·:i t ,._ 
I C.ost 















- · •..,..,, 
Free 
. 25 
H<.' !;.I:.! Canning of Fru.:. ts and 
Vege t abl es (2) 
Selecting of ing~edients and equir-




0 C01:s u::.er Pro6.uct Inf . . 2 G 
I 
Home F1·eezi n g of Frui t s and 
Vc.,etables (2) 
Selection o f ingredients and ,'qttip-
ment , prepari ng , packaging , r1~uzing 
and suggest i ons for use . PB 
6 Consumer Product Inf . . 20 
PROJECT '.-1ATZP.IA.1S 
COPIJlC: SY.ILL _ Eaud h • 
r------------ I Read-I -~I'u"lOtati on and 1ability i--___ ___ Itcr,,s t Phy~J~~]-_!_?rr'!at____ ---~ !.eyel 
How to Meke Jellies, Jams and 
I 
Selecting of ingredients and equipmen Gr 
Preserves at Hdme ( 3) prei:;aring, }'.lacking and. ;-ecipes . PB ; 6 
: I 
Keeping Food Safe to Eat (2) 
Let ' s Start to Coo~ 
Nell Nichols 
Removi~g Stains Fro~ ~abrics 
( 2) 
So~e ~Jestions ar,d faJswers 
;,.oo·..:t cc.r .. ,ea roods ( l) 
Swiss FaIT'~ly Robinson (4) 
J. 1/yss 




and food handling techniquj' 
food borne illness . PB 5 
!Iever fail Yecipes f er beginners. 
Stain removers and instructions for 
removing 142 common stains safely. 
Nine questions and answers ·about 
storage , etc . of canned foods . 
Story of a family ' s clever survival , 
not wanting to be rescued. 
Story of the Thomases , a family that 






Cons1-::::er ?r~~uct Info 
Consu:::ey ?r:.::.1ct Info 
Doublec.ay 
Info I 













t-------- ------- --- -------- --·------------·--
1 : I ~ec:.d- -, - ----- ·--=------ - ·Tl/: ~;;,r6x 
i !,n:1c~e tio~ and j&.hlit-, I Su7rested. ~;it 






, _ 3up_:-Jlier _ :,:- ::?~t __  
T:1e .ABC' s of '::hi, d. '.::8.f~t-r -:.:r,ort , infomal , pr8.c-':.ical 1:>.::."ie :::-. sn:: .::.:-ig L. 3e~e . 25 
{3) ~o rr~'lenting acci 1~~t to ~hich 1 1 
chilJr~n are ~est susce~ti ble . 
About E' ood & Where Tt Comes 1 
?rom (2) 
Terry Shannon 
~lcohol : Some Questicns and 
. .:.nsw-ers ( 6) 
All About Eggs 
~:illicent Selsam 
.4merica ' s First Trained 
1'!1.l!'se : Linda Richards 
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Questions and answers about about I 
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Manual of Simple Nursing Pro -
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helpful hints about how to keep a jobl 
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training . PB 
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Thorough explanation with exercises 
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Guide 
Lowell Anderson 
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Alan Nourse 
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Visual presentation for soldering . 
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Scripto 
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' Evelyn Duvall 
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Three sections : the J ewish Way , the 
Catholic Way, and the Protestant Way. 
HB 
6 Doubleday 2.95 
7 Associated Press 4. 95 
7 
I 
Lothrop 3. 50 
PROJECT l-iAT'i!:RI~ 





Outs i de rs ( 2 ) 
S. Hinton 
Patch of Blue 
E. Kata 
Seventeenth Sur.imer (6) 
!Ii . Daly 
The Silent Stern (4) 
Marion Brown 
Single Light I M. Woj ciechovs:ca 
I Something Foolish , So~ethin5 
Gay 
/ G. Sire 
I 
J That Was Then , This Is NOw (2 
j S . Hinton 
I 
I Watch For a Tall White Sai l ( 4 M. Bell 
I 
Annotati on and 
Physical Format ------'--
Tells how it is with t:·1e lcng- hf:l.ired 
kids from the wro~g side of the tracks 
PB 
Story of a blind girl who falls in l o• 
with a Negro boy. PB 
Magic and wo:.1der of a girl and boy I 
caught irl the thrill of first 1.:-·,e . r1 
Inspiring story of Annie Sullivan , t h~ 
courageous teacher of Helen Keller . PB 
Troubled and alone , a sensitive younJ 
girl survives through the gift of lov~. 
p:g 
Story of a pair of t eenage s~,ee ... :·,eart 
PB 
Story of conflict and rebell~:n be-
tween slum kids and middle class ki ds 
PB 
Florence left her comfortable home 
to keep house for her brothers on an 

































•What to Tell Your 
Sex ( 7) 
c-,.ili Aboct I 
PROJECT :1ATC:Pl~ 
Annotation and 
Physical Format _____ _.:;_ 
Information on cr.ildren ' s q_ues-:i0!1s 
and on questions parents as~ ~bout 










2 . 95 
Items 
Average Stopping Distance 
Avoid Headlight ·Bl.Li.ndness 
Carburetor Circuits 
Cloverleaf Interchange (3) 
Cyclists Ride Single Fi le 
Entering ana Leaving the 
Freeway (4) 
Ignition System 
Interstate Route Signs (5) 
PROJECT MATZRIALS 
CoprnG SVTLL r-'- __._e ... e... J.,_a._..c ... a~t..,i ..... a..,,_n......,.3ut:.:..i .... J .... l ... :-._•, _ 
Annotati on and 
Physica l Format 
Vis ual presentation en driving . 
Transparency 
Visual presentation on driving . 
Transparency 
Visual pr ese~taticn on carburetor 
-r;~t of a car 
Transparency 
Visual presentation on driving 
procedure of such 
Transparency 
Visual presentation of cycle riding. 
Transparecny 
Visual presentation of driving on 
the freeway 
Transparency 
Visual presentation of the igniti cn 
system of a car 
Transparency 
Visual presentati on of traveling 









=..J e ,.. , - ~ J C:- 1,,, .... ~ e, ~ ..... ::e 3,9 
Eye ~a:.e ii0i...s e 3. 9: 
Ey'= Va:.~ Jo·..:s e 1 0 . ex 
Eye Gate ::~ ..:.se 2 . 4c 
Eye Cate House 3,95 
E:ye Jat.e i-iouse 5. 55 
Eye Gate House 4. 75 
Eye Gate House 3, 85 
Iterus 
:~et!l.cds cf Tire Rctation (2) 
Overt Ming and Passing ( 3) 
Passing on Three Lane Highwey 
( 4) 
Pro~e~ Fellowing Distance (2) 
Standard Alternator Assembly 






Annotation an d 
Physical Format ______ ....:.....,_ 
Vi sual pre3e~ta~i cn of how tc rotate 
tires . Tra.~sparen~y 
Visual procedures for passing a car 
Transparency 
Visual proced'.J.res for passing in 
three le.::e traf~~c . Tra.~s~~~ency 
visual presentatio'- o~ how to follow 
a car . ~ransparency 
Visual presentation of an alternator 
assembly . Transparen~y 
Visual presentation on wheel and 



























Adve~tures into t~e Psychic 
Jess Stearn 
Are You Superstitious (2) 
Lore Cowan 
Be Yourself (2 ) 
Margaret Broadley 
A Book of Witchcraft (4 ) 
Raymond Brown 
1
°Catcher in the Ry e (1) 
J . D. Salinger 
Cry Baby! 
Warren Halliburton 
Go Tell It on the Mountain (3) 
J . Baldwin 
Green Grass of Wyoming (4) 




COPING SY.ILL Self __ ....;;..;a..=~------
Annotation and 
Phys i cal Forrriat _____ __;:,_ 
A fully documented account cf e·re:rJ 
aspect of the occul~ field today . HS 
Fascinating and wondrous glimpses of 
the real world of human superstitions . 
HB 
Discusses the aptit..ides r eg_.1ire:d. in 
14 diTferent categories of jobs . P.B 
A detailed , candid exa::.ination of 











Describes t he feelings , thoughts, andi 
experiences of an adolescent boy . 
9 
HB 
Being part of a team gives a boy ' s 
life purpose . PB 
A black youth crashes through barrier 
of fear and custom set up by his 
own people . PB 
Final novel in a trio of Ken McLaugh-
lin, the horses, and a gi rl. PB 
A teenage boy who - moves fr om Alabam 







Sup~lier Cost ___ __;_.;;_ _____ +----





McGraw 1. 96 
Hertzberg 1. 86 
Hertzber g 1. 86 
Hertzberg 1. 86 
Iterus 




J . Tunis 
How to Understand Yourself and 
Others (3) 
I Always Wanted to Be Sone~ody j 
A. Gibson 
I 'm OK- - You ' re OK (2) 
Thomas Harris 
The Inn of the 6th Happiness 
A. Burgess 
Junior Miss (2) 
S. Benson 
Karen 
M. Ki l l ilea 
McCall ' s Guide to Teen- age 
Beauty and Gl amour 
B. Kei f f e r 
PROJECT :-iATZRIALS 




A girl ' s involvement in a hit - and- run 
accident. PB 
StorJ of a Dodger ball player t o whcrr: 
a batting average was more important 
than the team. HB 
Short informal guide to ~er~cr.ality 
development . Scri~to 
Famous tennis champi~r. gi ves her own 
a ccount of her rise from the streets 
of Harlem. PB 
Fresh, sensible , pop..uar approach to 
the problems that everJ h~en being 
faces every day in r e~ati on to him-
self and others . HB 
True story of a courageous English 
girl who defied the whole Japanese 
Army . PB 
Girl , under thirteen, tackles the 
joys and heartaches of growing up . Pv 
Triumph i n battle against cerebral 
palsy . PB 






















He r t zber g 



















Items Physical Fo rraat 
-+----------- ------+--·-------''-------- ------'_;:::;:_:_.;:.=:_.i1-Level 
Sup:,lier 
A Natural HistcY--/ cf unnatural 
Things (2) 
D. Cohen 
Ox : Story of a Kid at the Top 
J. Ney 
The Pigman 
P . Zindel 
, The Psychic Force (1) 
! A. Mgoff 
! The Psychic of Sunerstition (1 
! G. Jahoda 
Psychic Perception: The t-'1agic 
of Extrasensory Power 
J. Murphy 
Run , Westy , Run 
G. Alcock 
Self Understanding (2) 
S . Hiltner 
STory of Phyllis Wheatly 
S . Graham 
A sound basis for rr.aking up y our o·,m 
mind about tte reality of ur,·,rorldly 
creatures . lIB 
Young man ' s search for meaningful 
values. PB 
Tragic death shakes two t ee"agers out 
of their unreal wcrld. 
All aspects of parapsychology are 
discussed. HB 
Critical review of the literature on I 
superstition. HB 
Show how to use t he extraordinary 
power of extrasensory perception . HB 
City boy ' s need for freedom, space 
and privacy leads family on a fright -
ful chase . PB 
Self understanding through psychology 
and r eligion . PB 
Story of Afro- American poet of Revol-




























6 . 95 
6. 95 
1. 86 
2 . 25 
1. 86 
PROJ ECT :-tATIRI ALS 
CO?lllG SY.ILL ""Fe J' - --~-- - - - - -
Read-· 
Annot ation o.nd 
I ar,ility 
Iterus Physi-::~l Format ._ _______________ ..._ _______ __,;:;_ 
Superstition (2) 
W. Willard 
Treasure Your Love 
L. Klipsch 
Tree Gr ows in Brooklyn (3) 
B. Smith 
What Witches Do 
S. Farrar 
Where Does the Summer Go 
E. Gordon 
The Worl d o f t he Witches (4) 
J . i::iaroja 
Research has produced this unique 
study of superstition . HB 
Liese wanted popularity until whe 
f ound out what it meant and what it 
cost . PB 1 
Young girl comes of age in t he squa=..o} 
and poverty of the Brooklyn slums. P:a I 
I 
A l ively and infor mative explorati on , 
of what i t means to be a witch . HB I 
Burgeoning maturity and a summer I 
romance cause conflict in the life of 1 
a sensitive teenage girl. PB 1 
Gives historical background of magic 
and witchcr aft. 








- - - Ppprox:-
Suggested Unit 
Sup::,lier Cost - - -
7'::c::.a.s r:elson 4. 95 
Hertzberg 1. 86 
::e~tzber g 1. 86 
Cowar :i 5. 95 
Hertzbe~g 1. 86 
Universit y of Chicag 7. 75 
Itet1s 
Aut o Repairs Yo·:.. ':an :-:ake ( 3) 
P. weissler 
Car Owner ' s Take Along Library 
Popular Sci ence ( 10) 
The Hazards of ">:ixing" Ti res 
Types (1 ) 





The Principles of Aut obody 
Repai r s and Repai nting (1 ) 
Pushcar t War 
J . Merrill 
Ques tions & Ans~er s f or Motor 
Vehicle Mechani cs (2) 
R. Br ooks 
PROJ ECT l1ATIRIALS 
Annotati on and 
Phys ical Format 
Fully ill ustrated gw.ie to a1tomobil~ 
r epai rs and adj ustments . HB 
Set of five books on own ing a car . 
PB 
Fact sheet on "t i re r.-:izir.g" aril d.o ' s 
and don ' ts of choosing rep~a--:;e~ent 









Sh ort , informal guide t o drb·ing on I 
different types of r oads. Scri pto 
8 
Ha zar ds of minibikes use and recommenl -
1 ation for super vision and safe 
recreati on . PH 
Compl ete step- by- s t ep det ails fo r 
mast e r y o f every skill r.eed on aut o-
body repairs and refinishi ng. HB 
Laugh- out - l oud saga of the fier ce war 
.raged by pushcart peddler s and the 
city ' s ch i ldren against the mencing 
bully t rucks . PH 
Comprehens i ve details f or motor 












C-:-.an:::::.ng - Bete ... . 
Cons'..l.'.:le:r h·oduct 
















CoplrlG c;VTLL ~ .r..J. Transpc,rtatir,,n 
·- --------------~--! ?:~ad- I 
ItC!11S 
UnJ~rstanding Your Car 
S . :C.eeler 
(2 ) 
I 
An.notation imd iabili-:y 
Phys i c2.l Fs,'",3.t !.,':,v;;l 
------ - --- - ---- -----+.=-:.:...:...: : 
For use of anyone desiring to under-
star.1ing the basic elements of t:-ie 
product allied to i t . HB 
Sr 
6 
~-.'hat Everyone Sh-::iuld Kno"1 J..boui; Shor t informal guide t o being a good 8 





COPT~G 8 v.. LL .LJ' r.J. __ J...,er:.JJ.-'. $:,_Ju,_] rue=------
----------
I I J:.nnctati on c!Ild 
_ _____ I_t_~"_-m_s ______ r _ Phys i cc.l F3rmat __ _ 
I 
Illustrations a.11d ezp2.en o.ti ons About Cs.rgo Shi~s 
!•'.el-ii:-! 1.::-.l 
( 3) 
1 t\'= i,_,j.. I 
l
at ili ty 
. Lr.-:ve l 
about I Gr 
3 
Ac ~oss the ~e a~s (13) 
E. !,o~ing 
Adventur e in the Snow (1) 
G. R. Cros'!1er 
l0 Advent:.ires of To:!l Sawyer (9 ) 
' I:.: a!" i( ~\; a:. !1 
0 Airport (12) 
, A. Hailey 
Airs Above the Ground ( 11) 
!<. Stewart 
All About Mountains and Moun-
taineer ing 
,\ . T. ·.vnite 
All About Our 50 States (6 ) 
M. Roman 
Al l About Us ( 3) 
E. Evans 
'!1 ' r...a 
1 
car go s . :.ps . 
I 
Thri lling tale of intri gue , adventure 
and romance . PB 
Teenage fun is cut shor t by two acci -
dent victims . PB 
Based on r eminiscences of a~tnor ' s 
boyhood in Mlss o-.rri . HB 
I 
I 
Drama of t!'le r:.en an d women 
hold thousands of lives i n 
PB & HB 
who dai ly I 
their hand( 
Leaps and dancing steps cade by the 
white Lipizza.11 stall~cn of the 
Spanish Riding School . FB 
Story of the world ' s great r anges and 
the men who met their challenges . HB 
Intriguing facts, and useful infor -
mation about each state of the Union . 
HB 
Story of people , t heir beginnings , 
their wanderings over t he earth and 













S·.r!)_:,li er C0st 
- - --'-----i-- 3_2_5_ 








Capitol Hill Press 
. 75 
1. 25 







All Creat.:res Gre~"'.:; ~ S~all 
J . Herrio-c 
All T.'1.r c ·.:5:-. "'::-. ':: :;::. ;::-. -:; ( l 4 ) 
G. L. Hill 
The Aner::. ::: a:: :::::::.a:-. S-:ocJ 
M. Mcneer 
0
Aroeric~~ : a:~ ~a:es (8) 




America ' s First ~aciies ( 9) 
L. Cha:~:~in ' 
An d.r or::e ;:.3. St r a:. r. ( 6 ) 
M. Cri c:: to:1 
Andy and the ::..ion (15) 
J . Daugherty 













PROJ ECT :-iATi::RIALS 
COP DIG t;Y.I LL - ~L:.:..e~i !./..::; ~ura!;c,e::,_. ___ _ 
--- - ------------
Annotation and 
Physical Format - -------'~ 
Book shines ~itn hw::or , pathos , super 
t ~le- tel:ing . H3 
Faitt a,:i good works is t he theme of 
this appealing story . HB 
Story of a crippled shepherd boy wno 
entertained t he ~ise men on their way 
to Be~hl ehe~. HB 
Text a.."'!d pictur e sur·rey of t he North 
A:!: e ri can Conti:::ent connected by the 












Tall tales of Paul Bunyan , :'.:'ecos Bill I 6 
John Henry, e tc . H:a 
Short biographical sketches of each 6 
Presider.t ' s wi:e or c :~:i ce- hostess 
are written in simple style . HB 
Recounts a terrifying scientific 9 
crisis in the United States . HB 
Picture book about a bright day when 2 
Andy went to the library to get a 
book about lions . HB 
Urset by boyfriend and pnren ts , 5 
Ani:;eli t a , daughter of Negro mother 
and Italian f ather , runs a.wny . PB 
I 
Sugqest e d 
Sup_:>lier 
St. Martin ' s 




















Copn.'G ~) VTLL ~r...L _ ..,1,L,l,lie..,i..,s~ur~.;,.___ ____ _ 
Itc:us 
I Rea.d-· 
·ab ilit y t .t...11not ation D.nd Fr:y :; i cal F,:,rrriat --------- --------- ----~ I .. Sti;:e: og , • c:1-•::~i cal s • t fr• directe _ ___ .,_;L=-e=-vi:? 1 • A.r.imal 'E'arn ( 3) 
G. Or ,rell 
Aninal Eeroes (3) 
E. 2<::-i:on 
Jmy t.hi:1g San P.a:-c.en 
G. :::a;:asn:ily 
_.:._or' 1 ?:ld ':.~ ) 
ttpril :-:~rning (6) 
Ii . ?ast 
P~iel :aste r (14) 
0
The Ari zona Clan 
Zane Grey 
AFoand the To·,m ( 5) 
G. R. Crosher 
Ar oun d the \·.'orlc. in 80 Day s 
( 2) 
J . Verne 
, at J,;,!:' .. r:1-:-.~sm ana. 1 ts ram.1f1cat1ons . 
:-!B 





P -~:tB0 r·~' 'or of trae l' 
ar,1~a ~a es . ~ 
The h'...l!!lorcus , easy- to- read advent ure 
o f P-...ssi~ :.::rr..:.~rant in the U. S . HB 
A ge!'!tle yo7.g g i rl :;::rs-:ec:.ed by 
posi-::~~ a.::d ~eal t.~ . ?3 
I 
A Revol'.1tionary ~:ar story which I 
depicts a day i n Adam Cooper ' s life . 
HB 
Love story with a t r uly unusual plo . 
r.B 
I n the Tonto Basin, l and of feud an 
Ari zona , l ove s t. c ry and crime . 
Thr ee short stories . PB 
Autho r ' s f e rti l e i:llagin a t ion has 














Sup,lier Cost ___ _;.~-----
Harcou:::-t 3, 75 
Ht:rt. zberg 1. 86 
Harper !1ow 3. 95 
B~ t.8.I!l , 75 
Noble 3. 50 
2. 95 
Grossett & Dunlap 
:earon 1. 25 
Her t::be rg 1. 86 
PROJECT >tATZP.IALS 
COPll1G ~r.:ILL __ ____.Le=i,._,s...,ur""'-'e~----
r ! I Re ad-· · 
t 




Co:;t I _ __ I_t_e_~_is___ ____ _ ____ Ph_.~y_s_i cal F_o_rr_~_•a_t ________ 4-~Le~-~v~e~l~-+-
I 
. In storJ fort:! takes t!",e reader around Gr Around the Wcr ld ·,,r:. tl-, ,..,arw1.::. 
M. Selsam 
Art Arfons Fastest Man on 
Wheels 
Katz 
' ' I 
I 
Arthur Ashe- Tennis Cr.sr::;ion 
L. Robinson 
( 1) 
As Long As I Live (13) 
E. Loring 
The Assassin (2) 
E. Anthony 
Assignment i n Brittany (5) 
?. . Macinnes 
Assign~ent : S~s~ense 
H. Macinnes 
AT Your Own ~i sk 
L. Tr ont 
0 Automobiles : HOw They Hork ( 1 
C. Yerkow 
Ax (~,) 
r. r-1nd i µ:1u1 
the world wi t h Darwin. HB 4 
Story of a man skilled enough to buil~ 
his own high- speed cars and brave , 
eno~gh to race them. PB 
Started playing tennis at six years , 
won U. S. Open . PB I 
I 
I Political rivalry and mysterious 
i~t~ig~e threaten a lovely young 
blossomi.::g drear. or romance . PB 
gi~·f 
iiovel of high- voltage sus;e:1Se and 
ro1:1a11 ce . HB 
Excep~ional suspense stor y - telling. 
PB 
Rep~int of three novels of intrig~e 
set in the period of Nazi terror . HB 
~ anthology of short stories . PB 
Book on autos and how they operate 
with many illustrated phoL,-.1-;ruphs . HB 































8 . 75 
1. 84 




I Ite!.1S 1- - ---- -
I 
3anner int~'= 3ty 
J . Ulln:a'1 
Barrio Bo:c 
:C: . Galw-za 
Basketball P.·.J.le3 ; r. :?; ct·.lr'::!s 
(17) 
A. G. Jacobs 
:s-=-r: Hunt ' s Big 3 -::ok ,:.f ~,.'!1:;_ tt-
lir:g l6) 
·,: . =,.· Hunt 
The Best Man ( 13) 
G. L . Hi ll 
PROJECT !-1A~RIALS 
(;l)PinG ~KILL Leis u=-=re ____ _ 
- --- ----------------------! :qead-· I 
!1rmo~ation and , . lab ilit :, Suggested 
1 8m;.rageous boy sets out to cl:::~·.c ·a.'1 
·;.ncc.r. q_..,:e rable S·,1iss Mt . PB ! 5 P.er tzberg 
i 
'::tcry of a l~exicen boy and. a ~ o·z-r.ey . , 6 !, ~,1 i ·,erstiy -:;f ::n 
~3 
~et aile d i llustrations inten ded. to 
telp the beginner of basketball . HB 




5 I, 'Jr:::,sse-+:;t & :;:):_._---ilap 
I I 
; 5 ! Er1..;ce 
i i 
! 1-
:allant secr et service offi ce r f i nds I 
~i~self marri ed t o another man ' s brid~ . 
6 Bantam 
?B 
Better Basketball for 3o·.rs (lS ) ·:alid so~r ce of i nfor nat ion for yo:mg 5 :!:>odd 
D. C. Cock0 er ? 2.ayers. HB 
5ey on d the SolL'1 d c:: S'.ills ( 15 ) 
· .2 . Loring 
'l11e Bible as Histo:!:'Y (2) 
·.•: . !:,·llt: r 
111,' l~j C: Pasture. (4) 
C. J· j r hcr 
],j •· l!1 , , 1' an Island 
: . : :, ' ! : .. ,~·. 
~n ::or gett ab l e stor y of danger , r o~a.:1c 
a:;q. g i r l ' s gallant cour age . PB 
Evi dence r eve a l s t he his t ory fotL'1d-
a :.::. ..)!:S cf ::'ld :mJ I'.ew Testar.:e:1c:. :-:B 
Exciting wes t e rn novel of brut a l 
conqt.es t. PB 
P.ow unJer sea vol cano b e came a green 
















Blac1: r.::-.---::~ion (2) 
F. Far!· 
Bj__acY.. Elt: Speaks 
J . :~e::.:::a:-t. 
A E-a:::.'-~~Ac:icn West~rn (9 ) 
L . I. ' f.::.-; :.-:: 
Blood. :3:::-ct:.er (2) 
E. A::-'-.:>lc. 
Ev .1.:: e , :.. 
I\l . t\. . : ·:e_ x~ 
B1.'v,, .,,,,'" ,,c tire:.1.t D...:LL'Ctive 
S'l'L' l" i , •:; \-;l) 
PROJrCT MATtRIALS 
COPII:G SY.ILL _ I...,P_....i,.....,u...,.r.'---------
I Rcc.d • j 
j .C.nno~ation nnd 1ahili t y I Sugrested 
Sup_:-,lier 
- - - ·- -lr,r,rcz. 
Unit 
Cost ..L ___ P-r.ys1.cel Fomat I '-'ovel -------- - - - - --
3torJ of J1ct Jchnson , f i r3t Elact: Gr 
::::...r,e:rsta:- tc break into t he wr..:. t e 1 5 
1 ·,10r ld o:: spor ts . PB j 
Life story of a holy r..an of the Ggl&.l~ 
Siow:. PB 
' J.. oalz::. ,.g- action western . PB 
I 
'l·_:agi c story of the C'niricahus 
&..'1C. their great chief . H13 
Apache! 
ilij o:,·3,ble book on chess for the chess 
player , as well as the !lon- chess 
player . PB 
Visit.ing a suorr-a-::ine in pert two 
children fi nd. a man wi th a bon:b . ?3 
I 
-,:.·:es c egi.n.'1i!1g r ead.e:::- s a cie~r unje :-- 1 
5 -;;~.i:.ng 0f s tory behind th-= \..'hi te I 
::o·.:s-= . ii:O 
St~ry J:: ho~ author anj her husband , 
Karc.e:1 cf Kenya game prese rve found 










~a·,,cett . 75 
I Uni ve:-s i t.y 
I 
of Heb . 1. 5G 
I 
I 3a.'1tam 
I I :i·.:.ell 
. 75 
7 , 95 
1 . 95 
:earcn 1.25 
• 3. 5C 
?antheo:1 4. 95 
:::c>rt::be rg L 86 
PROJ ECT >1ATIRI AfjJ 
CO?rnG S!(J:LL Leis 'IJU'._ ____ _ 
r---
,:r:r,rcx. JI - I :-~rc~.d -· I --,,- .. ---
' i,-
j !,nno~ation and ;a·:: il:i:::, I SU?:f''.:stcc. ::::.it 
+- ____ Physiccl F0 r mat I '..J'::'!e l _J_ Sap:,li er ,. ,y ·+ 
Bo·r ' s Second Book cf Gr,:,at··--·, -~gny s·.rper :~::::-appear- Hercale--r~:=: -- , -- ----~-----t C __ '°_~ -Iter.is 
D<:t.ccti·re 3torie3 (51) i ?-:.ir 01:, wrd ?et er "dil"'lsey and 3ul2.-::.-:.~ 7 :-:1;:r:.zt':!'"g I l. 86 
.:i . ::a:,' er aft :.c ..ir.:·.-:.:: d . PB j 
0
3rav e :Jew World 
h. . Ht:x2.ey 
Br eaking Loose 
J . Olsen 
(3) 
Bride b y Candlelight 
:'.:l . E:ci.en 
J 
~ne Bride o f Gayl ord Hall (L) · 
3 . O' Br ien 
Bridge of Fear (11) 
D. Eden 
Bright Feather (3) 
rL wilder 
The Brooding Lake (14) 
J . .:..aen 
Bur v Heart at Wounded Knee 
D. Brown 
By Way of the Silverthorns 
(13) 
_; . L . Hi 11 
3a-cirical novel describing e scie~~~~ 
fie 1.:to~ia. HB 
P-.n a.'1t:-.o logy 0 f relevan t readir.g 
sele~tior.s . PB 














Story of brief and exciting court-
ship ar:d bewildering marriage . PB 
Str ong , ·.ri vi d novel of the ::ar._--::o:, d.s . 
?B 
An eerie and s inister atmosphere of I 
ar. accident or murder? P:a 
An Indi an history of the Arr.erican 
West. PB 
On a country estate a young and 
troubl e d gi rl breaks t hrough tradi -













P. ce . 95 
3er..-: 21!1 
Ace . 95 
BA.ntan 
Banta.'ll . 75 
PROJECT :-1ATERI.ALS 
COPD1G Sr.ILL Leisur-e _____ _ 
I 
Phys ical Fornat t 
Annotation ond 
- - --------- . -----'-- - ·--- -·--
Th~ Ce.ll e,~ the ·.-lild (2) 
J. 1 :.C:-.acn 
Call,,gr:en (4) 
L. L ' kour 
A Car.C.:-= ::.:-. Her :-ie':trt 
E. -O~:.r.g 
Captair. of the Planter : The 
Story op ~o'uert Smalls 
D. Sterling 
StorJ of B~ck , a deg , half St . I half shepherd. HB Bernar 
I 
I 
Irish veteran of bloody battles and 
gun shots follows river of gold to 
face his destiny . PB 
l•::.,ste ry , ror::ance and danger . PB 
now Smalls became first commanding 
Negro officer in the union Navy. PB 
' A Hebrew leg2:1d. HB 













Cast·e ~~ Ctra.~tc (3) 
H. 1.-:al"t'cle 
Cat~h ::= ?~id (2) 
C.R. C.::os!:er 
A series of catastrophes gh)stly 1' 
interve~~~ons , revelations of identit 
and exc1~1nb contests . HB 
Teenager3 play ce~ective in the woods 
and fie:j to foil the getaw~v of 
6 
Cat ' s Prey (9) 
D. Eden 
an escaped convi ct and his accomplice 
PB 
Terr or enlx·;;ed t o gigantic pr opor t i o 
and the whisperinG voice on the 























COPING CKILL __ T.1.,,et.:....i s:;..J.uJ.L:re~-- --
I I ; ' "-<id . I 
t 
_l'\ru"lOt ation an d ,e.r ili~J I 
__ I_t_~_L_is_______ __ ___ Fhys i.:_&l_!onn._a_t__ ~T :.·.1:;:._:-,lie r 
A Certain Crossroad { 12) !, l~:,sterio•..;.s ret'.lrn of a last lo·,e. PB - 3ar. tam 
E. Loring . 6 
I 
I 
6 t r-z-~o,.r Chaka : f.._.,_ P.i2torical Ror::ance 
T. 1/iofolo 
The ChaY1dler Policy (5) 
D. Disney 
A Change of :ieart ( 4) 
B. P.en dx-on 
Chariots of the Gods ( 8) 
E . V. Ja'1iken 
Charity Girl (9) 
G. Heyer 
Chi cane Cruz ( 7) 
W. COX 
Chico (3) 
L . Swinburne 
The Chill ( 6) 
R. MacDonald 
Story of the chief ~ho founied the 
Z~lu nation . nB 
;,1ysterJ of r:icrder a"ld bewiLlering 
affair . :::-B 
Two track ror::ar:~e of a working girl. 
FB 
"What were the fiery chariots that 
brought ' gods ' to the Earth? " 
Portrays the flavor and cant of 
Regency England knowingly and delight 
fully . PB 
~oving story of a Latin American 
boy ' s struggle to i::ake good in base-
ball. PB 
Puerto Rican boy comes to New York to 
live -.,1i th the father he has never 
seen . PB 



















--1--. ·-·-· f. ?;f,!"O Y., 
t.:,1it 
j Cost -r--











COPlllG SKI LL _ __,_.L ,_e..,i .,..s _...11..._r .._e ____ _ 
Ite~ .• s 
I I Read- I I Anno ~ation and !ab ility r Phys i cal F0rnat r -·,el 
- ~ -Ch-c-iceo-f- :•:_e_a_p_c_:-.-:;- (_2_) ____ 1 Th_e_ w_e_a_p_o_n- Gor:ion Parks uses ph::,to- Gr 
G. Parks g r aphy t o tr iumph over poverty . PB . 6 
I I 
Chris t mas Decorati~ns for You 
to Make (5) 
S . Purdy 
Christo..:::r.er c-:::::_•~-::bus (3) 
M. Kaufua-i 






The Cl'.lb:1ouse ::·:s:.e!"': ('j') 
1 B. Silsbee 
Cochise , ;,na-:::e i{arrior & 
State:::~::i.n (2) 
E . Wy3.tt 
Two part book first pa rt is devoted t4 
decoration for the Chr ist~as tree . HB I 
Highl:.r illustrated storj· of the life 
of Columbus . HB 
Twenty funny stories tc make you 




An anthology of short stories 
in modern urban society. PB 
of life I 
Lyrica~ combination of text and pict-
ures . HB 
Two boys e!'lco-..i.'1ter with a g3..rig of 
counterf eiters . PB 
Dramatic and readable accci..J'lt of an 











fi ppr ox-:-· 
Unit 
Cost - ----------1- -----
Ifoble . 75 
Lipr,incott 4. 43 
Garrard 2 . 79 
Her~zcerg 1. 86 
Holt L 86 
Eco·::,s - :r.erri 11 4. 95 
:earon l. 25 
t!.cGra~ 3 . 00 
PROJECT MATERIALS 
COPilJG SY.ILL -~Ie"'--'-i .w.s,..n~r...._ ___ _ 
~ 
I Rea.d~ 
.Annotation and !ability 
Physical Format ~ vel 
A Coffin _f_o_r _D_i _mJ. ___ t _r_i_o_s __ (_4_) __ I ;t.i.;.rd.er , robbery ~:ss~ssination , I Gr. 
Iter.,s 
E. Ambler esr,i0nage , a dead mystery man leaves ! 6 
a live legacy over E-..ircpe . PB 
Colonel Sun (3) 
, R. r-:an:ham 
i 
Colonial Craftsmen a.'1d the j 
Beginning of A~erican Industry 
1 
E. Tunis 
Colonial Life in Ar.Jerica (4) 
· · f2·q_i"1ar 
Coming Through the Rye (13) 
G. L. Hill 
~~e Com.men Sense Book of Kitte 
md :!:.-c Cai·e (2) 
r.. . l•aller 
The Common Sense Book of Pup-cy 
arid :.,~r· Car e (2) 
i-i . ,-:.ilkr 
Complete Book of• Bass Fishing 
(3) 
G. Gresham 
A s-..i~er- dooper spy stor y of beautiful 
!.fata Haris. PB 
~escribes the working method and 
prodi.;.ction enterprises by which the 
early .L..~~rican forge d the economy of 
1:ne !:ew i-iorld. HB 
Ill·J.Strated account of the daily 
li-,res and c-.istoms of the colonists. HB 
1 
Dilema of a girl bringing herself to 
love . PB 
Everything you need to know . to know 
to make your pet happy , healthy , and 
aifecticnate . PB 
Used by hundred of thousands of dog 
~wners , cc,·ers every phase of pupp~r 
L'i..'10. Jcg care . PB 
.All about fresh water bass and how to 















Bantam . 95 
I Banta'!! .95 
World 3. 95 
Holt 2. 75 
Bantam . 75 
Banta.l!l 1.00 
Bantam. 1. 00 
Harper Row 6.95 
PROJECT !1AT£:;RIALS 
COPiliG SKILL _ ___,.L...,e..,i .... s_u,..,,_r-"e ____ _ 
- ------------ -~ 
1 j Read- ft.ppr'ox:'"" 
Unit 
Cost Itcrus 
I An..,otation a.nd 1abili ty r Physical Format .Level 
_Th_ e_ C_o_mp~l _e_t _e_ G_u_i_d_e_ t_o_ H_1.J1_ t_i....,n~g 
1 
~hows how , wh e;:·an_ d_w_h_e_n _ _  t_o_h_un_t_o_n_ i-,;;=-Gr 
A. Cone r 4) ; the entire continent of north Ameri ca. 6 
I 
°Corr.ulete Short Stories of :-'.ark; 




1 '.:'~e Cool World ( 6) 
:-1. 1-:iller 
T~e :o~~~eror (9) 
G. :':eyer 
T'ne Co:wenient Marriage ( 8) 
G. Heyer 
Count Me Gone (3) 
A . Jo:rnson 
Crafts for Today ' s Schools (1) 
G. Horn 




Contains a total of sixty stories , 
~niYteen of them gat~ered from works 
of r-on- fi ction. liB 
Leader of a t eenage gang feels if 
te ca"l purchase a gun , he will be cooi. 
I 
?:a 
::o-,el of Wi lliam , Duke of Normandy , 
ani the woma~ whose h:art was fierce 
as ~is own . PE 
Captivating romance with breath- takin 
spirit of 18th cent ury England. PB 
Tee~age wisfit is faced with jail. 
PB 
An invitation to make something that 
bears your hallmark and yours alone . 
:-:B 
Projects which require no special 









Sup:>lier --- -"------- ---- - - - · 
Macmillan 6. 95 
Doubleday 4. 95 
Little, Brown 4. 95 
Ba."ltam . 95 
Bantam .95 
Hertzberg 1. 86 
9, 95 
:fearst 6. 95 
PROJ ECT :-iATi::RIALS 
COPWG ~KILL -~Le""""1..,· s ..... ur,,,......;e:.:...... _ ___ _ 
I 
_ _ I_t _e_Iil_s_______ _ _ Phys 2- cal F9_r_rn_a_t ___ _ t 
Annotati on and 
Creative Crafts (2) 
A. G. Turner-
Creative Light Wood Carving 
J. Via.tthews 
Crown for Gina (2) 
H. Coleman 
Dan deli or. Wir.e ( 3) 
R. Bradbury 
I 
Imaginative and practical 
1 
people of every age. HB 
projects fa 
I 
An unlimited select i on of subjects 
carve . HB 
Gina faces a choice betrleen a wealthy 
socialite and a ho~et own boy . PB 
Story of a boy ' s development during 





















Dan i el 3oo~e •s Storv (4) 
W. Steele 
Story of :Daniel Boone con:.ing t o KY . ~ 4 Harcourt 2, 95 
Dark Satfu"lic (4) 
M. Bradle;,· 
Dark Sea- P.unni~g 
L. Swi:ib-.rrne 
The Dark Shore (4) 
S . Howatch 
The Dark Tunnel (6) 
' R. MacDonald 
Dawn' s Early Light ( 5) 
E. Thane 
The promise of death that resulted in 
a nightmare of t error. PB 
Exciting story of hi gh adventure on a 
tanker in WW II . PB 
~stery of accident s . iiB 
Detecti ve s t ory wi t h accent of Raymon 
Chandler. PB 









Stein & Day 6. 95 
I BAntam . 95 
Hawthorn 5.95 
PROJECT MATZRIALS 
COPWG SY.ILL _....:L::;.;e:..::ia..::s;;..;u::.:r'"'e:;__ ___ __ _ 
I I ·-----1 Read-- - ---- =---- --ab ility Suggested .Annotation and 
J IteL,s I ,-----,· Physica l For mat --------- Level Sup,lier - --~~.:;...:_;:;.: 
Dear & Glorious Physician (1) t StorJ of St . Luke, man who grew t o 
'i' . Caldwell I manhood in household of Roman governo 
I Dearly Beloved ( 4) 
, A. Covert 
of Antioch , knew of s plendor and j 
poverty. PB 
Nightmare of suspicion and h ate , trut. 
I 
comes through. PB I 
! 
Tne Desegrated Heart 
S . Boyle 
Devil 1s Cub (3) 
G. Heyer 
Diary o:: a Mad House·,;ife (2) 
S . Kauf:::a."! 
0
The :!J>~·,- o:: a Yoc.L"lg Gi:::-1 (3) 
A. Frank 
De :01...tler Burgle Banks ( 7) 
P . G. W0-id1ouse 
' A Virginia.n ' s stand in time of trans -
ition. PB I 
I 
I 
1 Thrilling r~mantic novel of deceptionl 
arid. dsr.ger . PB I 
Novel in forn of a diary . PB 
:2ntries i n a jc .u"nal ke?t by a young 
Jewish g i r l when she and her family 
hia frc~ the Gestapo. KB 
Glcr~JUS brouhaha chiefly involving 
a syn:;2.thetic and handsome young 




D0 No t Fold S indle or Mutila e Story o f a non- e::istent girl ~ PB 
(2) 
D. Disney 
•Dr . No ( 3) 
I. F lt-11.i Ilg 
Legendary James Bond, agent 007 agent 
becomes involves with Dr. No while on 

































COPillG SY.ILL Leisure 
I 
Annotation o.nd 
I Read•· I Pp:r,i-ax:-· 
Unit 
Cost __ rt_e_ru_s ___ ·---~· P:.'1ysica l Fo rr11at ------------ - vel -f
b . lity Suggested 
Sup9lier - -------------
Dr . Stra.--ige:.c·,e (2) 1 A nightrr.are comedy . 
P . George ! 
PB 
Dog Who ·douldn ' t Be 




Adventures of a Mutt . PB 
1 Dolls t o '.,'.ake for Ftlll and Profit Tells simply and exactl~r how to make 
I I E. Ackley dolls . HB 
! 
Door into Terror 
! J . Cou.lsor. 
(7) t~stery of t he old mansion on 
Island. PB 
Marteau 1 
, The Do1,;.ble I::a.re ( 6) 





J . Scott 
THe 0..e~lir.~ Place (2) 
C. Cookson 
0 
838 Ways to Arr.use a Child ( 3) 
J . Johnson 
Eighth l'-1oon 
Sans an 
Tale of i r.trigue t hat bu!lds t o a 
hair- rais ing climax. PB 
Mystery in t he Los Angeles suburbs . P 
True s tory of a mongoose co:1demned in 
the Duluth Zoo . PB 
Vigorous Gothic narrative . 
HB 
Craf'ts, hobbies and creative ideas fo 
the child from six t o twelve. HB 
True story of a yotlllg girl ' s life in 






Gr Banta.rr. . 95 
6 
6 Hertzberg L 86 
I 
5 I Lip:r,ir.cott 6.95 
I 
i; Berkley . 75 
6 Fawcett .95 
6 Bantam ,95 
6 Hertzberg 1. 86 
6 Bobbs - :-Ierrill 6.95 
6 Harper Row 3-95 
7 Hertzber g L 86 
PROJ l CT :'1ATZRI ALS 
COPrnr: ~KILL 
r , jReacr:-1---- Approx. I Anno t ati on on d. ab ility Sugfested Unit _ _ I_t_~_!.._•s _ _ ______ 
1 
Physic<:?.l F-:.rrnat Level Sup_:-,lier Cost 
0 .::Ec::l :..::e:...:an~ o;.c:-,-.....:R'-".o::..o:ccs::.."";::.-.;_,..::."=.:::::...;;.t ..,_,--=C:...:c:...;u;;;:r ...:a::..p..;,e:..:0::..· i=-s 
1 
~~o r; w::-i tten abo~:-~lean~r Roosevelt ' "' Gr -----=~-----~ -----
Girl (6) l childhood. HB 5 Eobbs- i~er:::-il:i. 2 . 25 
A. Weil 
Elementary Creative 3ulletin 
1 
Boards (1 ) 
I J. Hornick 
I 
! The Endurin,.;,- - - s (.-:._~j 
I 
J . H. Giles 
Enter a Murde::-er ( !.. ) 
n. Marsh 
Ester (h ) 
N. Lofts 
E'.rer:tJay :.:a :::hir.e s an.:: :io~, They 1 
Work 
JI . Scnneide::-
• F :..1.Llt::s fr ,:,::-1 ;..escp (9) 
J . Re es 
J,',tce of Danger 
Ffli 1- Safe ( 5) 
E. Burdick 
Ready- to - use board ideas . PB 
Boyhood ' s dre a.i:. of how to get away 
from t he l and . PB 
Detective story with Inspector 
Roaerick Al~eyn . PB 
Beautiful novel of cne o~ the Old 
~estaz::ent ' s heroines . ?B 
Explains workings o ~ a.-:..1 k~~ds cf 
household machines and de\~ces that 
ma.~e life easier . HB 
Modern id.i or.: , slang , and puns used 
·..ri t.h good effect . HB 
True s tories and report a dapt ed from 
Li fe l'-'.ugazi ne . HB 
By mechanical failure six U. S . Atomic 
b omb ers hurled to Russia . PB 
5 Scholas t ic 1.75 
6 Fawcett . 95 
6 Berkley . 95 
6 Banta.r:: . 75 
5 McGraw 3. 83 
6 Oxford 6 . 00 
5 General Learning 1. 05 
9 Hertzberg 1. 86 
PRO.TECT M.AT'i::RIALS 
Co?nJG ~:VT. LL ~ r • .1. __ L.,.e..,i-.s~u.._r_e _ _ ___ _ 
I I Re ad•· f. ppro x. 
t 
Anno t atior, and ab i lit y Suggested Unit 
Phys i c e.l Forrn.at 11::vel S-..ip_:-,lier Cost 
-1---- ---- - - - ------ --- ----~'- - ·- ----·----- --i_,;;;;.:;.....~ :-1------------ 1----I tcrus 
Fair Kilmen:1 l Su::-,e ~st i tions and fe ars of a quiet 
V. Black Cornish t own. PB 
Fair Tomorrow (13) 
E. Lori ng 
Falcon ' s Shadov 
A. Maybury 
Family Skelton (9) 
D. M. Disney 
°Famous !Je.;:ro Athletes 
A. Bontemps 
Famous Snies ( 4) 
F. Surge 
Farewell t0 a Val ley 
L . Belvedere 
0
A Farewell to Arms (4) 
E . Hemingway 
Feat her~ in the Fire (2) 
c. Cookson 
• Fi ft e en ( 4) 
l.!. Clco.ry 
Beauti f ul girl i n an organized 
dilemna. PB 
Shadows f rom e ri:u.rderous past hid the 
secret of Lora.n ' s identity . PB 
Story of an uncle ' s death with the 
help of t he fami l y . PB 
An intelligable biographical account 
of promi nent black sportsmen . HB , 
I 
I 
Phot ographs and overviews of 14 fanous 
spies . HB 
Girl starts afresh in i:e· ..r Zealar::i. PB 
Stor y of WW I . HB 
Story of l ove and cruelty, of passion 
and t rage dy. HB 












Ber kley . 75 
Bantam . 75 
Ace . 95 
Berkley · 75 
Dodd. 3. 50 
Lerner 3, 95 
Bant a..r:: . 75 
Scribner 4. 50 
Bobbs - Merri l l 6.95 
Morrow 3, 25 
PROJECT >1A~RIALS 
COPilJG Sr.I LL _ __.L..,,e....,i ... s i.u:.e._ - ---
! I Read- I Apr,rcx . 
t-
.4nnotation and · ability Sugf_"ested Unit 
Physical Forr,at Le·,el Sup_:ilier Cost - - --- ------ ____ _;;_ _ _____________ 4-~c.....;;=--+----~=-------+--- -Ite1us 
The Final Diagncsis 
A. Hailey 




(7) 1 Fas inating story of a great hospital. 6 Bantam 1. 25 
I ? 3 
I 
I 
:,:·J.rder epidemi c i n Las Cruces . PB 
Story of a governess to her young 
cousin and the hatred of their black 





The fire On the ~irst Floor 
G.R. Cros ::.er 
(3~ Three brave teenagers plunge i nto a 
buring apartment house t o r escue the 
people inside . PB 
2 Fearon 1. 25 
•
0 The First Boo~ o ::' • .:..me r ican 
History ( 4) 
H. Cornu:.ager 
The First 5ook of Basketball 
(19) 
D. Sc:-:i!'fer 
Th~ r'i1·;;:-: :Sook o f or:. a.ges 
c. Peet 
0 The Firs :. Book of Jazz 
L. Hughes 
Th~, Firs t Book of Measurement 
l!I3 






Authoritative illustrated history of 
A.~erica through WW II . HB 
Erief overall account of basketball . 
HB 
Basic principles and structure of the 
different types of bridges . HB 
Absor b ing history of j azz . HB 
lntroduction to measurement and 
deucri ption of the system. HB 
Watts 2.25 
5 Watts 3, 75 
4 Watts 1.95 
7 Watts 2. 65 
4 Watts 2. 65 
PROJECT MATERIALS 
COPING SKI LL _ __..L ... e .,i ,..s__,u..,.r . e _____ _ 
_ _ I_t_e_n_is ____ ___ i 
0 The First Book of World War 
5) 
L. Snyder 
The First Christmas Tree (7) 
G. Bowman 
Tne First Fast Draw (4) 
L. L' Amour 
First Fish (3) 
C. B. Colby 
Flamingo Road 
R. Wilder 
Flat Out (2) 
W. E. Butterworth 
°Flood at Dry Creek 
: •.. Gorelick 
A Football in the Mist 
v. olack 
Forever and a Day (14) 
E. Loring 
Forever Free (3) 








Annotation and ability 
Phys i cal Format Level 
------1-....;;;;;...::...:...;~ 
Strai~ht-forward history with helpful 
visual ~_;_ds , HB 
Two German children learn the reason 
for the Christmas tree. PB 
Blazing story of the first of the 
great gun fighters . PB 
INformation on various kinds of fish . I 
I 
I 
Rich bawdy novel of a carnival 
and a common prostitute. PB 
queen, I 
Roaring engines and burning rubber--
The thrill of the track. PB 
Fictional adventure tale of how a 
rescue squad saved Dry Creel. HB 
Romance story. PB 
Romance mixed with danger for a 
lovely young heiress . PB 
Over 8o photos on the spot in a famou 



































COPillG SKILL __ I,..,e_.j ..,s.,.u..._ri;e _____ _ 
-------------1 Read-· . Jipprox-:-
abili ty Suggested Unit 
_ It_erus --~ 
J',nnot ati on and 
Physica l Format -----~ ____ i--;:Le=-:v...;:e;;:l=-~ ___ s_u.;..p.:;.,_l_i_e_r ____ 4 _ _ Co_s_t_ 
Forty Lashes Less One I A black man and a full- blooded Apache 
E. Leonard ! Indian fought the last , bloody battl 
I of t he Old ·.rest . PB 
°Four Took Freedom 
P. Sterling 
The Fox From His Lair 
E . Cadell 
Frederick Douglass 
A. Bontemps 
, Freedom Ship of Robert Smalls 
L. Meriwether 
Friends and Lovers (2) 
H. lfaclnnes 
From Bush to City 
M. Bernheim 
From Coins t o Kings 
JonE::s 
From Where the Sun Now St ands 
( 3) 
, W. Henry 
l 
Clear historical account of the most 
~portant black people in Old America]' 
Traveling search of Annabelle trying 
to find the answer to her heart ' s , 
problem. HB 
Ster✓ of Frederick Douglass as a 
slave , figh~er and freeman . HB 
Story of his journey to freedom on a 
captured Confederate gunboat. HB 
Tale whi ch is excitir.g , provocative , 
and intensely human . PB 
Focuses on those African nations whic 
have achieved independence . HB 
A r eading text for subject- matter are 
reading. HB 
Story of the bloody , fateful campaign 






























COPrnG SY.ILL _ __.,L....,e...,i.,.sc,ur,,......,e ____ _ 
r I An.notation and 
__ I_.t_e_ru_s ________ t ______ Ph_y_s i cal F0rmat I Read- I ·1ab ility Level 
( 
1 '1 S l Fun- time Puppets 4 imp e dire ctions f or construction an 
puppets. HB C. Rasmussen use of 
i 
Funeral i n Berlin ( 2 ) 
L. Deighton 
I The Funny Bone ( 3) 
: S . Gamer 
, Future Shoc]1. (2 ) 
I 
; A. Toffler 
The Galton Case (7) 
R. MacDonald 
Gardening With.out r.-!c r ~: ( 2 ) 
R. Stout 
Gey Courage (1 4) 
E. Loring 
George W. Carve r ( 4) 
S . Epstt:: in 
1~e Geograp hy of t he Bible (2) 
D. Baly 
0
Gero11 imo 2 His Own STory 
, l\p1lc lw Cltief Geronimo 
I 
Dazzlin g display of intellige~ce 
at work. PB 
Col~ection of stories 





Vividly descri bes the er.erging super- I 
I 
industrial--tomorrows --all of thee j 
temporary . PB 
I 
Adventurous search for a missing heir .i 
PB I 
i 
: our ste ps to supply family with fres 
1 frui ts and vegetables . HB 
Minister ' s daughte r finds roman ce 
with an irresponsible playboy . PB 
nig ~ inte rest-low vocabulary present-
ing life of George W. Carver . HB 
Complete story of the physical factor 
of t he Holy Land. HB 
G~ronimo ' s e xtraordinary autobiog-






































The Ghost Wore White 
B . .A..llen 
0
Gift From the Sea (3 ) 
A. M. Lindbergh 
I Give Me One Summer 
I I E. Loring 
: The Glass Virgin (2) 
C. Cookson 
:
0 Go Up For Glory ( 10) 
B. Russell 
(13) 
Gods f r om Outer Space 
E. V. :!Jan.:.E..en 
Selden ~ra~ls : Selected S~ort 
Stories by Eret Harte (3) 
B. Har-ce 
Good Ol ' Charlie,'Brown (16) 
C. Schulz 
PROJECT MATERIALS 
COPDJG SY.ILL _ __.Le...,._.,i...,s,u.,.,.._r_..e ____ _ 
ft.nnotati on and 




Girl detective tangle with deserte d 
house and a musical ghost . PB 
Girl ' s vacation with meditation by 
the sea. HB 
Thrilling summer in Maine of mystery , 
danger and glowing romance for Melisa. 
PB 
Beautiful girl raised in seclusion as 
1 
wealthy and suddenly forced rem the l 
s etting. PB I 
Account of a proud man ' s development I 
as an athlete and a Negr o. HB I 
Intrigues and fascinates with bold 
t~eor ies and speculations about 
r:::rs t erious "visitors " from outer 
space . PB 
Cont ains interesting characters ~rem 
~r-e days of California gold rush and 
i~ American literature. PB 
NU!!lerous cartoon stories of Scr.clz 



































Goo1bye , Mr . Cr.ins ( 2) 
J . Hilton 
Grand.mother and I 
H. Buckley 
! 0 T:".e Grapes of Wrath (l) 
! J. Stei nbeck 
The Great Auto Race 
W. V. Carlsen 
Gr eat Detectives (2) 
Great Morr.ents in A:::e ri can 
Historv (4) 
G. Par ker 
Great Rciers of theAfrican 
Pas~ 
L . Dobler 
Gret>k Weddin1; 
G. HoJ~e 
PROJ ECT M.Afi:RIALS 
COPWG SKILL _ .... L=e=i=s;..;;u~..;:r--e'---- -- -
Ar.notation and 
Phy:;ical Fornat 
I Read-- I 
abi lity 
IF.:vel - - ---- -
School master plays vi t&.l role in li -, s Gr 
of gener ations of English boys . PB 7 
Str esse3 war~ relationship between 
the oldest a.~d youngest ones in the 
family . HB 
Fa.rr.ily charact e rs and happe~ing of 
a family moving West told in rich 




I Hilarious , untelievable , but true 1 5 
story of the most grueling road class i c 
of all "time . PB ; 
I 
True sketches of real- life detectives ! 
and the :nethods they use i n solving 
their cases . PH 
Brief stories of happenings and 















6 . 00 
. 50 
1. 86 
2 . 36 
St0ries of shifting bo1·ders , religio 
co:1flict s , for eign domination and of 
five great African men . HB 
6 I Zenith 3, 75 
Tale of conflict , love and pride set 
i n early 19th century . PB 
6 Fawcett . 95 
PROJECT >1ATERIAL5 
COPING SY.ILL Leisure 
I 




1 Annot ati on and 1ariili ty 
_ _ I_t_ew_s ________ 
1
_ _ ___ Ph_.ys i cal F_0_r_m_a_t ____ ,vel 
Green Fire 1 'lacation haunted by ghosts that Gr 
A. it.aybury j re~ain in the light of day. PB 6 
The Greening of tr.er ica (1) 
C. Reich 
Guadalca~al DiP~Y (4) 
R. Tregaskis 
9 Guide to ~..:'":ca.~ ~i stcry 
B. :Ja "'.., i -:.s c:. 
A Gun froir. r:cwhere ( 6) 
G. R. Crosher 
Guns 
C. E. Ellacott 
' Hands of Terror ( 5) 
J . Crecy 
Hapriness Hill (13) 
G. L. Hill 
The Heart Is a Lonely Hunter 
(7) 
, C. McCullers 
t.bout Revolution against many of the 
·1alues which :'echnology has thrust 
upon us . PB 
Day- by- day account of the landing of 
the American marines on Guadalcanal 
Island. HB 
:,ively stories of twenty baseball 
"greats". nB 
An adventure that involves amateur 
detective work and dangerous chase 
through rough seas . PB 
From invention of gunpowder to 20th 
century . HB 
Web of hatred and jealousy that drew 
Erica deep· into terror and love . PB 
Gothic r omance . PB 
Characters damned i n small Southern 
town , how they fight lonliness in 


































COPI11G SKILL _ .... I ... ,e .... iwsa.-J .... irue--. ____ _ 
I Rea.d. -
ie.bility I /~not ation and 
-1--------I_t_e_n_,s _____ __ l,_ _ ___ Priysjct:.l Form_a_t _______ -+-_ 





Here Comes the Sun ( 14) I E. :.Orir,g 
, Here ' s Your Hobby (2) 
'. H. Zarchy 
I 
I 
;_;_!gh of Hea::-t (13) 
E. . Lor:.!:g 
Hilltips Clear (16) 
. E. Loring 
Home is the Hunter (4) 
H. l-1'.aclnnes 
Homing ( 3) 
..; . L . Hill 
•Hot Rod (5) 
:: . Fe2.sen 
· Hotel (6) 
A. Hailey 
Hous e Made of Dawn 
. . S. '.°-~Olia day 
I ·,,arlord of a gang. PB 
I 
STorJ and results of a hasty marriage . 
PB 
Covers numerous hobbies. HB 
Young girl ' s ~hoice of two men , two 
l ~"Jes , and -t:,;o ways of life . PB 
Girl ' s ~light ~r o~ tragedy for a new 
life of peace . PB 
Wittiness with understaa4ing of the 
human he art . HB 
Bea~tiful orphan finds her mysterious 
origin with help and love of a 
certain lawyer . PB 
Teenage novel of the 195o ' s . HB 
Climatic work in the history of a 
great r-:ew Orleans hotel. PB 
Years of an American Indian from 
livinf with his grandfather to 












SU"l!ested "'- :Jnit Sup!)lier Cost --- -
:~~Graw 1. 96 
Bantam , 75 
I 
Knopf 3, 49 
Bantam . 75 
I BantE..lll . 75 
I 
I 
! Harcourt 3.60 
I 
I 
I Bantam . 75 
Dutton 3-95 
Bantam 1. 25 
1 
Harper Row -95 
PROJECT :.fATZRIALS 
COPillG SKILL Leisur.~P _ ____ _ 
I Read-· I 
. 
Anno~ation and !ability 
_ _ I_t_a_s___ Phys1c<!l Fc,rr-:at ~vel 
...:.Im;;:;p,.;..;;;...r..c.e.::..s ::..s ;:;.i ..c..;.cr ..c.s_c_f__;,';.;..;;::..;;.e.....c.C'_._S. I ~~-:ter::; t.,at for':!igh-bo:n-students G
5
r 
S . Hollander from many countries. PB 
In High Places (7) I Leaders of two great nations fight 
A. Hailey j in desperate secrecy to keep the lid 
, on the worla. PB 
In Other Is :S:res 
J . Olsen 
In the Heat of the Night (4) 
J . Ball 
, In Times Like ~::~se (12) 
, E. Loring 
In Tune With Wedding Bell s (16 
G.L. Hill 
•Incredible Journey 
; C. Burger 
Island Adventure (3) 
(.R. Crosher 
0 Island of the Blue Dolphins 
S . O' Dell 
I 
I Anthology containing powerful reading select::..o:u;. ?B 
A Southern town seething with 




Zest of a refreshing ro~ar.ce alive 
with t he glamour of San Francisco 
and New York, PB 
Ambitious young executive becomes 
the unwilling guardian of a lovely 
runaway girl . PB 
Adventures of "two dogs and a cat 
out to cross 300 r ugged miles of 
North Ontario . HB 
Pleasure sailing turns to a discoi.re:r 
and capture of a wanted cri minal . P 
Story of an Indian girl who spent 
18 year s alone on an island during 

































PROJ ECT :.\ATERIAL5 
CQfilTG LlY.ILL Leisu~r~e _____ _ 
1 ~~ 
Annot a t ion and ability 
___ _ ~ ... . . P!-:ys i ?J F_?_rr_na_t _ _ ____ -+-....;Le;;;..;;..v_e=l 
It ' s a Great World (13) , ~r..,t:i.ng rn 'v!ashington , a young girl Gr 
Itctus 
W. Loring l in a.anger and international intrigue. 6 
I 
! PB 
The Ivory Grin (7) 
R. MacDonald 
Jacqueline Kennedy (7) 
D. Hall 
Jamaica Inn 
D. Du Ma·_;_r:.er 
Jeeves and the Tie That Binds 
(2) 
P. G. Wodehouse 
Jim Thrope Story (5) 
G. Schoor 
0
John F. Kennedy 
S. Hugh 




Lew Archer trails several dangerous 
~~sfits into a plain city , the ivory 
grin , of death . PB 
Biography of a courageous woman . HB 
Stirring tale of a~ old inn on the 
ceso~ate ~oors in Cornwall , where 
;~ary Yellan is alone . PB 
Joy reigns supreme in a gr ipping 
ci.rama. HB 
Action- packed sports story. PB 
A nar rative h i story of a young pres-
ident in the House House . nB 
A radiant nove l of marriage and young 
love . PB 
Stor y of a slave during and after the 













P~nt 1s Magazine 
Doubleday 

















PROJ ECT MAT'i!:RIALS 
COPUTG SY.ILL Leisure 
Anno t ation and ability 
Iterus t 
I Read-
Physical Fonr,at Level 
Kildee --H-o-u-se_ _________ ~a_c_o_s_n_s_an_d-'-s-kunks set up house- keepi g Gr 
R. Montgomeq I in Kildee ' s House . PB 5 
! 
Killer Dolphin (3) 
N. Marsh 
I Kingdom ' s Castle ( l.) 
I D. Winston 
! 0 The King ' s Dr-...::. and Other 
: African Stories 
P. . Courlander 
.°Kings of the Hor:ie P'..:Il (10) 
A. Daley 





, T. Heyerdahl 
Lady of Mallow ( 9) 
D • .I:;clen 
! Crafty and compelling about the Londo 
theatrical scene . PB 
After her sister ' s death , Eola realiz1s 
shes alone . PB 
7ales from the African continent I 
vr.-itten to entertain and to teach a 
moral lesson . PB I 
Lively stories of twenty baseball 
"greats ". HB 
An Alfred Hitchcock- like analgam of 
love , hate and suspense- Pn 
Savage story told about a savage 
primitive world. PB 
Story of the six men who crossed the 
Pacific fro~ Peru t o t he Polynesians 
on a log r af t. IlB 





































'foe Lanci o:: the BiblP (3) 
Y. Aharcr:i 
Larger Than Life 
E. Stull 
Tne Laagh~ng G~ost (10) 
D. E~en 
PROJECT MATi!:RIAI.S 
COPING SY.I LL __,Le......,i..,.s ... u,..r ,.e _____ _ 
Annot ation and 
Physical Forr·.at -------'~ 
Fi:r-s:.- hand Jr..r.owledge of geography, 
historJ and archelogy of Palestine . 
HB 
Various selectional r eadings by 20 
different writers . HB 












Leave I~ to Beaver (15) 
B. Cleary 
Lively adventures of Beaver ' s and 
brother . PB 
his I 4 Hertzberg 
A Legacy of Emeralds 
D. Moore 
, Leger:d of Seventh Virgin (13) 
• V. Holt 
Let the Hurricane Roar (2) 
R. ·,,1. Lane 
Talented artist inherits her aunt ' s 
castle and a aream come true . PB 
A spellbinding novel of suspense . PB 
An engrossing ar.d r eadable short nove 
of frontier l ife i n t he Dakotas . HB 
Let ' s Face It Charlie Brown (1 ) Peanuts Book , excellent to arouse 
C. Shulz interest . PB 
0 Letters From Vietnam (9) 
B. Adle r 
First collection of l etters written 
































The Mad Sampler (4) 
W. Gaines 
Madam , Wil l You Talk (10) 
M. Stewart 
0 Mama I s BAnk Account 
B . Freedman 
Man Against the Elements (3) 
i A. Gr eely 
\•A Mti..."l for Marcy (13) 
i R. Du.Jardin 
, The Man Without a tl.enory 
G. R. Cr asher 
Man Who Killed the Deer 
F . Waters 
Maris (14) 
G. L. Hill 
Matched Pearls (15) 
G. L Hill 
( 5) 
PROJECT MATt:RIALS 
COPING SKILL _ __.Le...._.i...,s..,.ur,.....,.e'-- ----
Annot ation and 
Phys i cal Format 
I Read-
ability 
Level - - --- -'--
Collection of wit . PB 
Romant i c chiller on the finest 
t radit ion of great suspense . PB 
I 
I 
Story of a Norweigian family with a 1 
resourceful mother as central charact r . 
HJ3 
A pioneer in Si gnat Corps str ategy , 
military t elegraphy. PB 
Story takes Marcy t hrough her senior 
year in high school. HJ3 
Mystery involves teenagers and thei Ye . 
PB 
Story of Martiniano , man who killed 
the deer . HB 
Gothic romance , girl must face t rue 
meaning of love . PB 
Young beaut y who l earns the t r ue mean 
ing of devot i on through the miracle 







































Level __ I_t_e_m_s________ PhysJ_c_al_F~_rn_.a_t _______ ....,_=-~ 
\ 
•Mrs . Mike (1) 
B. Freedman 
Murder , London- Miami 
J. Creasey 
My Dearest Love (12) 
E. Loring 
: My Dog Rint:i: 
: E. Tarry 
I 
: M:z'.: Friend Flicka ( 4) 
A. Walden 
:•!;r Sister Mike 
A. Walden 
Mystery at Camp Sunshine 
G.R. Crasher 
MYstery at Crane ' s Landing (7) 
M. Thum 
, ~tystery Cottage (3) 
G.R . Cr asher 
• Nat King Cole (5) 
M. Cole 
I 
True story of a courageous woman who 
exchanged a life of ease to one of 
I hardships . HB 
I 
Ticklish case takes West from London 
to sunbaked glamour of Miami . PB 
A serious challenge in the glittering 
world of New York socie-t;y. PB 
Story of a boy and his dog in Harlem 
NY . HB 
Immortal story of a boy's love for a 
horse . PB 
Basketball story. PB 
Summer fun clouded by mysterious 
disappearances. PB 
Baffling web of mysterious events . PB 
Quick moving mystery with a happy 
conclusion . PB 
















Berkley . 75 
Bantam . 75 
Viking 3, 37 
Hertzberg 1.% 
Hertzberg 1. 86 
Fearon 1.25 
Hertzberg 1. 86 
Fearon 1. 25 
Morrow 5,95 
Items 
Pillsbury' s Bake Off Cake Book 
( 3) 
Pioneers and Patriots · • 
Lavir..:.a ~obler 
1 Planet of Death ( 5) I Robert Silverberg 
1 Play =t Cool (2) 
! ,Jo.Ines 1...lsen 
I 
. 'J110 Poo d::. , Book ( 3) 





I Portrait of Sarah ( 4) 
: Vc~roni ca Black 
'• ' l'rofiles in Courage (12) 
I J . 1" . Kenr.t:dy 
/\ r' r1... logue to Love ( 4) 
i 'l't1y lu1· Ca:.dwell. 
PROJECT 1-iATERIAIB 




Physical Format _____ __;:...... 
Shortcutted prize winning favorites. 
HB 
3iographies of six Negroes of the 
:-,eYolutionary Era. PB 
Science fiction . HB 
An anthology of readings, including 
art by Dick Gregory , Lancston Hughes, 
and Martin Luther King Jr . PB 
Complete guide to buying ,owning, 
raising , and training .America 's most 
popular breed of dog . HB 
Involvement of the sinister history o 
the Vanroy House and Victoria James . 
PB 
Series of profiles of .Americans who 
t ook coUYageous stand at cr ucial 
moments in public l ife. HB 
Profoundly moving novel of the life, 
loves and obsessions of the richest 








































Sel!li - Tough ( 8) 
D. Jenkins 
Physical Format _______ Leve l 
Annotation and 1•bility 
·--- ~~infully comi c and tender , coun-~ry Gr 
The Seventh Hour (10) 
G.L . Hill 
, The Seve~th Sinner (6) 
Elizabeth Peters 
Sewing Children ' s Clothing 
Made Easy (2) 
The Shadow of Susnicion- (14) 
E. Loring 





Short STories of Famous r~en in 
History 3) 
J . Reynolds 
boy tells about the modern athlete 6 
and the game of football and reveals 
even moreabout the game of life . HE 
Story of beautiful girl who trades 
world of rrew York society for t he 
quiet love of a man of faith . PB 
Well- thought-out plot to reveal Rome 
I 
past and present . HB l 
Complete , easy - to- foll ow instructions I 
on ma.king all types of children ' s I 
clothes . HE I 
Thrilling novel of a young debutante . 
PB 
Novel of unde: lying eeriness and 
surprises . PB 
Story of a soft spoken drifter. HB 
Number of short stories of lives of 
famous men from days of Alexander the 













Atheneum 7. 95 
Bantam . 75 
Dodd 5. 95 
Doubleday 6.95 
Bantam . 75 
Fawcett . 75 
Houghton Mifflin 3. 50 
Noble 3. 20 
PROJECT MATERIALS 




1----·---I_t_em_s _____ __ -4--_______ Ph__;y~~-~i_cal Format Level 
0 Star Surgeon (5) 
A. !lotL~se 
Stories from the Bible 
W. de la Ma.re 
Stories of Jesse Stuart (14) 
L . Swinburne 
Stori es of Twer.ty- Tl"ree Famous 
]egro .Amer.i..ca:1s 
J. King 
0 Tbe Story of '.·;f Life (1) 
rL Y.eller 
/
0 The Story of t he Trapp Fanily 
( 4) 
' M. Trapp 
The :trange.Artist (4) 
G. H. Crosher . 
' 
Strange Intruder (4) 
A. Catllerall 
Native Ga.rvian Dal Timgar , the 
member of an alien r ace to try 
the insignLa of a physician of 
Hospital Earth . HB 
fi r st 
to ear 




In stories and poems , a.bout the hard 4 
lives ~f the warm- hearted people of 
the hills of East Kentucky . PB 
Biographies of Negroes who have 5 
achieved success in scie::ce , educatio , 
music , etc . PB 
Her l etters and supplementary account 6 
of her education . HB 
Bar oness Trapp des cri bes her l i fe , 
her marriage and the development of 
the "Trapp Family Singers " and their 
tours . HB 
An accident and s t o rm br ing about the 
eysterious attempt to f oi l t he thief . 
PB 
.A polar bear terrori ze s the inhabit-







McKay 3. 25 
Knopf 5. 79 
McGraw 1.72 
Steck- Vaughn 1. 65 
Doubleday 5. 95 
Lippincott 5.95 
Fearon 1.25 
Hertzberg 1. 86 
Times 4 (7) 
V. Allen 
Itcr;1s 
Tituba of Salem Village 
A. Petry 
0 '1.'o K.i..11 a ::ock.;.r.;;:t.:.n. ( 6) 
L. harpe.· 
Today is Yours (13) 
E. Loring 
Together in America ; the Story . 
of Two Races and One Nation (2 
J. J ohston 
Tomorrow is Forever (8) 
G. Bristow 
Tomorrow Won ' t Wait (4) 
J. Olsen 
Tool5 in Your Life 
R. Adler 
Tllt: T1·:.1.i.l of Conflict (13) 
E. l.,ori.ng 
PROJECT MATZRI ALS 
COPD:<:_; GY.ILL Leisure 
.t.nnotation and 
Physic· l Fo rr.,at ------'--
.An ~br:~g~d vers:on o~ four science 
fi ct_;_ e,n stories . PB 
P.e~reate= climate of superstition and 
ir.tolerance which prevailed in 17th 
cer.:.ur-J Salem. HB 
Southr:::r.1 novel with r1roblem of race 
pre~u:ice and brir.gs adult injustice 








Rona.nee novel·. PB I 
I 
6 
Weaves the story of the Negro into th 
entire span of American history and 
points up the contributions of Negro 
Americans . HB 
Story of Eliaabeth Heriong who knew 
war as only a woman can know it . PB 
5 
6 
_e.:-,ttl.:>logy of po. ~rful reading selecti ns . 
PB 8 
Account of man 's de velopment of t ool s 
HB 
Cow·ageous young hei ress f i ghtc to 



















4 . 50 
4 . 95 
, 75 
3 . 50 
. 95 
l. 48 
3 . 50 
· 75 
Iter,1s 
The Vines of Yarabee (6) 
D. Eden 
0
The Virginian (3) 
o. Wister 
Wake U:; , Cit.? ! (2) 
I A. Tresselt 
/ The Way Some People Die ( 8) 
I R. MacDonald 
I 
Way to Rainy Mountain 
! S. Momaday 
' The Wayward Madonna (4) 
V. Black 
We Die Al one ( 4) 
David Howarth 
We Have Always Lived in the 
Sa.st le 
S . Jackson 
PROJECT >1ATtRIAI.S 
COPDIG SY.ILL _ _.Le=-=i -"'s-=ur=-=-e _____ _ 
Annot ation ond 
Phys i ca l Format 
j Rea~,---
ability Su3gest ed 
Level 8up~li e r ------~ 
Ing~edients make for a satisfication 
bo~quet for the imbiber of light 
recre ational histor ical novel . HB 
Handsome Wyoming cowpuncher brtngs 
his conception of law and order t o a , 




Evo~ing atffiosphere and mood describes 2 
t~e way a big city wakes up L HB I 
I 
Search for a wandering daughter. PB I 6 
I 
I 
Legends , mythology and history of t he · <J5 
~c;,wa Indians by Pulitzer Price autho . 
PB 
A village silence d by i ts strange 6 
inhabinitants and t heir mysteri ous 
bonds with the sullen gyJiies . PB 
AI:lazing s t ory of Wor l d War II as a 
record of unbelieveable hardship . HB 
A superlative h~ending of suspense , 
















4 . 32 













Young- Ike ( 6) 
A. Hatch 
Young Man in the White House 
(7) 
I . Levine 
The Zebra- Stripped Hearse (7) 
R. !v'.acDonald 
PROJECT :-1.ATZRI.AIB 
COPrnG SKILL Lei sure 
I Read-
Annotati on and f b · li ty 
_____ P_h~y'-~~c~l Format__ ___ ~ 
A little b0y and an orphan fawn beco 
inseparable ·.1n-:il the fawn destroys 5 
the 1·.eager cror,s . HB 
Reflects the tr·.1-= spirit of the West. 
a~-ti0n , ca·ralr;:; ::cldier and 
PB 
Based upon the ~emoirs of a 
old man ·,1ho die'.i years ageo 
County , Califorr.ia . PB 
Indian . 
remarkabl I 
in Butte t 
The youth of !)wight Eisenhower. PS 
Biography of John F. Kennedy from 
his childhood to his assassination . 
PB 
Mystery novel of deadly impersonation 
























2~: Eigh~h Ave. S 
:;ash·1ille , TN 37203 
Ace Books 
1120 Ave . of the Americas 
New York , NY 10036 
Apc.llo Books 
30 Hazel Terrace 
Woodbridge, CT 06510 
Arco Publishing Co . 
219 Park Ave . S 
New York , NY 10003 
Atheneum Publishers 
122 E. 42 St . 
New York , NY 10017 
Ballantine Books , Inc. 
101 Fifth AVe. 
New York, NY 10003 
Bant ean Books, Inc. 
666 Fifth Ave. 
New York , NY 10019 
Berkley Medallion Books 
200 Madison Ave . 
New York , NY 10016 
Bobbs- Merri ll Co . 
4 W 57 St . 
New YOrk , NY 10019 
Bruce Publi shing Co. 
2642 University Ave . 
St . Paul , MN 55114 
Cambridge Book Co . 
488 Madison Ave . 
New York , NY 10022 
Capitol Hill Press 
1825 Connecticut Ave . W. 
Washington , DC 20009 
Channing L. Bete Co. 
Greenfiel d , MA 01301 




1224 W Van Buren St . 
Chicago , IL 60607 
Christopher Publishing House 
53 Billings Road 
North Quincy, MA 02171 
Consumer Product Information 
Washington , DC 20407 
Cooper Freeman Co . 
1736 Stockton St. 
San Francisco, CA 9 4133 
Coward , McCann Geoghegan 
200 Madi son Ave . 
New York , NY 10016 
Crowell- Collier 
866 Third Ave . 
New YOrk , NY 10022 
Thomas Crowell 
666 Fifth Ave . 
New York , NY 10019 
John Day Co . , Inc . 
257 Park Ave . S 
New York , NY 10010 
Dell Publishing Co . 
750 Third Ave . 
New York , NY 10017 
Devin- Adair Co . 
l Park Ave . 
Old Gr eenwich, CT 06870 
Dodd , Mead & Co. 
79 Madi son Ave . 
New York , NY 10016 
Doubleday and Co . 
277 Park Ave . 
New York , NY 10017 
Dover Publi cati ons 
180 Vari ck St . 
New York , NY 10014 
Little , Brown & Co . 
34 Beacon St. 
Boston , MA 02106 
:.Cthrop~ Lee & Shepard 
-:..9 ?ark Ave. 
);ew iork, NY 10016 
McGraw-Hill Book Go . 
1221 Ave of Am,~ricas 
New York , NY 10020 
McKnig.'1t & McYJ1ight Publishers 
US R. 66 
Bloomington, IL 61701 
Rand McN ally & Co. 
8255 Central Park Ave . 
Chicago , IL 60680 
Macmillan 
866 Third Ave . 
New York , NY 10022 
Melmont Publishers 
1224 W Van Buren St . 
Chi cago, IL 60607 
Meredith Corporation 
1716 Locust St. 
Des Moines, IA 50303 
William Morrow Publishers 
4163 Market St . 
San Diego , CA : 92101 
C. V. Mosby 
118 30 Westline Industrial Dr. 
St . Louis , MJ 63141 
Nash Publishing Co . 
9255 Sunset Blyd. 
Los Angeles, CA 90069 
New Readers Press 
PO Box 131 
Syracuse, NY 13210 
Noble & NOble Publishing Co . 
750 Third Ave . 
New YOrk , NY 10017 
Oxford Book Co . , Inc . 
387 Park AVe . S 
New YOrk , NY 10016 
Pantheon Book , Inc . 
201 E 50 St. 
New York, NY 10022 
Parent's Magazine 
52 Vanderbilt Ave . 
New YOrk, NY 10017 
Pillsbury Publishers 
608 Second Ave . S 
Minneapolis, MN 55 402 
Prentice- Hall Inc . 
70 Fifth AVe . 
New YOrk, NY 10011 
Praeger Publishers 
111 Fourth Awe . 
New York , NY 10002 
G. P. Putnam ' s Sons 
210 Mads ion AVe . 
New YOrk, NY 10016 
158 
Pyramid Communications Inc . 
919 Third Ave . 
New YOrk, NY 10022 
Random House 
201 E 50 St . 
New York, NY 10022 




18 N Roselake Ave . 
Los Angeles , CA 90025 
Revell Co. 
Old Tappan , NJ 07675 
Frank E. Richards 
324 First St . 
Liverpool, NY 13088 
Roy Publishers 
30 E 74 St . 
New York, NY 10021 
W. ' B. Saunders Co . 
218 W Washington Sq. 
Philadelphia, PA 19105 
Scott Publishers 
604 Fifth AVe . 
New York, NY 10020 
Scholastic Book Services 
5~ .ti. 1.lt.h St . 
Hew York, NY 10036 
Charles Scribner ' s Sons 
597 Fifth Ave . 
New York , NY 10016 
St . Martin ' s Press 
175 Fifth Ave. 
New York, NY 10010 
Stack ' s 
123 W 57 St . 
New York , NY 10019 
Steck- Vaughn Co . 
Box 2028 
Austin , Texas 78767 
Stein & Day 
7 E 48 St . 
New Yor k, NY 10017 
Sterling Publishers 
419 Park Ave . S 
New York , NY 10016 
Swallow Press 
1139 S Wabash Ave . 
~~icago, IL 60605 
~~~:inger Publishing Co. 
2 '.X) Park Ave . 
New YOrk, NY 10003 
Ti~e- Li~e , Division of Time 
Time- Life Bldg. 
New YOrk , NY 10020 
Tr ail- R Club of America 
Box 1376 
Beverely Hills , CA 90213 
University of Nebraska 
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Lincoln, NE 68508 
University of NOtre Dame 
Notre Dame , IN 46556 
University of Oklahoma 
1005 Asp Ave . 
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Viking Press 
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New York, NY 10022 
Wadesworth Publishers 
Belmont , CA 94002 
Frederick Warne & Co . 
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New York , NY 10017 
Franklin Watts , Inc . 
@451 Third AVe . 
New York , NY 10022 
Willi,am & Wilkins 
428 E Preston St . 
Baltimore , MD 21202 
Wonder Treasure Books 
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New York , NY 10010 
Worlanan Publishers 
231 E 51 
New YOrk , NY 10022 
Xerox Corporation 
6oo Madison Ave. 
New York , NY 10022 
Zenith Books 
501 Franklin St . 




EXCERPTS FROM A TAPE OF ABE STUDENT BOOK REVIEWS AND DISCUSSION 
ABE TEACHER: 
ABE STUDENT: 
The ABE class and I are going to share with you some of 
our experiences in relation to the library project 
we've had this year in Floyd County--what it has meant 
t o us, our appreciation for the people who have wor ked 
with us, the people at Morehead for bringing the project 
to us, and give you some idea of just how much the 
library can mean to peop l e if they will use it. The 
scope of our reading has been as varied as the pupils 
in the class , because we have many di fferent ages, many 
occupations , many different interests. Our r eading has 
gone all the way from the s tory of football to the 
heatinest boys of Jesse Stuart. We have concentrated 
on Jesse Stuart because we are proud of our mountain 
heritage and we fee l that Mr. Stuart under stands the 
mountains and tell s it pretty plainly and we have really 
enjoyed reading and discussing his works. Some of us 
have read about flower arranging , especially one lady 
who works in the florist shop h ere . And another man who 
has gone into a small business of his own r ead all 
the project materials on small businesses , how to manage 
them, and so forth, and found it a gr ea t help . Many 
books, many diffe r ent things. We 've also r ead from 
magazines , encyclopedias, used the dictionaries in the 
library and just fou nd that the library has a wealth 
of material that we never knew it had before. We 
think this library-ABE project i s a good program. Many 
people have used the library who have not used it before, 
and others who have used it have found it to have a lot 
more than they ever dreamed. They have been able to find 
things to help them in their work, a lot of reading just 
for pure pleasure, and a l ot of things to h elp them pass 
their GED examinations. In f act, just in general, we 
find that this program has been very helpful. Tonight 
some of the ABE students are going to talk about some 
of the books and things that they have read from the 
ABE-library program here. 
Well, I th ink the library is good for everybody. My 
children use it, they check out books all the time and 
read them, and I check out books on cooking sometimes and 
read them. The boys, they like the books on baseball--
that encourages them in th e ir ball-playing, and teaches 
them about the pitches and throws and things like that. 
And I read a lot of the magazines, Better Homes and 
Gardens, Glamour, Cosmopolitan, they have a lot of 
interesting things in them, health, and just everything. 
ABE STUDENT: 
ABE STUDENT: 
ABE STU DENT: 
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Well, the library has been a big help to myse l f and my 
k i ds . I have two kids , and they both read a lot and 
enjoy books about animal s and wildlife, a nything about 
that and about the old days and someth ing like that. 
It' s really educational and helps them a lot , and I 
e njoy it . Some times we read stories a nd tell each other 
stories. I don ' t know . We all read and enjoy it. We 
liked The Beatinest Boy by Jesse Stuar t . The kids 
read it and so did I. It's a story about this little 
boy f inding this dog . Then he talks and hunts with it . 
He lives with his grandmothe r a nd h e wants to save up 
e nough money to get his grandmother a present, so he 
plans on selling the possum hides to make the money. 
He end s up t oo tenderhearted to kill possums and skin 
them, so he found out t here was an easier way of giving 
he r a present and it means more to him . It doesn ' t 
take money always to give somebody a present. 
Well, I ' ve used the library quite a bit , a nd my kids 
use it. We l ive qui t e a ways f r om the library, and a 
lot of times the kids can ' t get it. So they found a 
l ot of things a t the bookmobil e when it comes around 
our are a , which is quite helpful to them, and I pick up 
a lot of books at the library and read them. I like 
the ones about crime and punishment. There's one in 
particul ar, I think it's about The Defense Never Rests . 
It tells of seven different stories , cases he ' s tried, 
one I liked in particular was about Sam Shephe rd. And 
another one I was interested in was the Valachi Papers, 
which is a sbory about the Mafia, the Cosa Nost r a, but 
t h e Floyd County Library didn't have it . But the lady 
at the l i brary, she was gett ing up t o send to the Kentucky 
State Library at Frankfort, and she go t it for me, 
which I appreciate very much . 
We ll I ' ve r ead one book that Jesse Stuart wrote that I 
like d , Taps for Private Tussy. It told a story about a 
private in World War II , and I think it is the most 
down- to-l ife story I ever read written about anybody in 
service or about the service. Because Jesse Stua r t 
a l ways had mor e behind his stories , a nd he always 
tell s it like it is, just the way we live it. I went to 
town and go t a l o t of new documents a nd read them s uch 
as news magazines , Newsweek, which you can ge t at the 
library i f you can 't f ind them at the drugstore. 
And I ' ve got teenage kids and it ' s been a help to them, 
with their school and their education. The more they 





My children, usually when they go to town anymore, they 
don ' t head for the drugstore, they head for the library 
and s tay there until it's time for us to pick them up. 
They get a lot of learning it . I know they're safe 
and I know where to find them. 
The books about flower arranging have helped me in 
my job . I found different styles than what we're used 
to at the florist, I fi nd different equipment to work 
with, and different types of f lowers maybe that I can 
use for gifts , and to work with in the florist, and 
there is several different types of things that has 
meant a lot to me. 
I like all of Jesse Stuart's books. I think, like you 
said , he's a down-to-earth writer. When he's writing 
about the land, you can feel him in the land, you can 
almost work beside his people that he writes about. You 
can almost feel them working, they ' re human beings. 
And he makes them, well, just a reality ..• 
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